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MAJOR DIALOG COMMANDS

Command Short Version 'Symbol Function

BEGINn BEGINn. !n To begin in a particular file (n).
BEGIN BEGIN Indicates to computer that user is ready to

begin.
BEGIN BYPASS BEGIN B !B To bypass preliminaries for a search.
.FILEn To change files.
EXPAND E If Causes display of alphabetically close or

thesaurus related descriptors.
SELECT S The basic retrieval command. Results in a

set
COMBINE Used to combine sets with OR(+), AND(*),

NOT(-).
TYPE T Causes citation(s) to be tYped on-line.
DISPLAY /0 Causes citations(s) to be displayed on-line.
PRINT PR & Causes citation(s) to be printed off-line.
PRINT- PR- &- Cancels the most recent PRINT command.
LIMIT Limits a particular set by selected parameter.
LIMITALL LALL )ALL Limits all subsequent sets by accession numbei

range.
LIMIT ALL/ALL L ALL/ALL )ALL/ALL Cancels LIMIT ALL command.
PAGE P 0(zero) Causes next page of expand display to be

shown.
END END = Records time from previous END or BEGIN

command.
DISPLAY SETS DS Causes display of all sets thus far created

from last BEGIN.
SEND MESSAGE M 3 Allows one to send message to Lockheed

terminal.
LOGOFF LOGOFF LOGOFF Gives ending information. Disconnects user

from the computer.
.COSI. .00ST Gives on-line time and cost.
END/SAVE =/SAVE Commands associated with SEARCH SAVE
.RECALLr
.EXECUTI!!

.EXECITTEn

.RELEASE
?EXPLAIN Explains the EXPLAIN command and lists the

available tutorial commands.
?NEWS. Displays latest news message for terminal

users.
?SCHEDULE Gives hours of DIALOG service.
.?RATES Gives cost per file for searching and

off-line printing.
?FILES Gives list of files in the DIALOG system.
?FILEn Describes the scope of a particular file (n).
?FIELDSn Explains the search fields applicable in a

particular file (n).
?LIMITn Explains limit capabilities of a particular

file (n).
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PREFACE

This workbook' was prepared primarily for use by graduate library
school students in a supervised laboratory setting as an adjunct to a
formal course on computer-based reference services. In that context,
the students were expected to have a prior knowledge and understanding
of printed reference tools and the concept of reference service. They

were also expected to have a lecture on the DIALOG system before the
exercises were to be started.

The exercises were intended to be done with a trained laboratory
assistant in attendance to help with any problems that came up during
the exercises. The students were expected to prepare themselves for
the lab sessions by revieWing the material in advance. They were, also

required to do the associated homework exercises after tHe lab sessions.
The workbook was not intended to be used by itself in a self-instruc-
tional mode.

The exercises were planned to be done in conjunction with the use
of the Lockheed DIALOG Manual, Volumes 1 and 2. However, it soon became
clear that this workbook was almost self-sufficient for DIALOG instruc-
tion, with the Lockheed manuals (primarily Vol. 2) needed for .:..Iference
purposes to obtain language codes or other information specific to a
data base. Our long range objective is to make this workbook self-suf-
ficient for matters of DIALOG operation', while still requiring the stu-
dents to make reference to other background materials that are data base
specific. .

For'planning purposes, student timing data for several different
classes was collected for each exercise, and is included as background
information with each exercise. This timing data was colleCted under
circumstances in which each student, or team of two students, was told
in advance that they would have a total personal budget of about 3 1/2
hours of on-line time available to them for the entire set of exercises,
and that they should use their time effectively. This time budget turned
out to be an almost realizable goal, in fact an average of about 3.6
hours (self-reported) is required to complete the full set of 10 exer-
cises. The point of this is that the reported times reflect rates ac-
hieved by students working under-some time pressure. The emphasis on
the lab work was to develop a personal high speed operating capability
in the event that the student was later placed in a job environment
where that was important.

The on-line tim-s were measured and reported directly by the stu-
dents as part of each homework exercise. The rates reported by students
who had prior experience on some other on-line system were generally
faster than the average of the other students. A later audit that com-
pared the self-reported times with the times shown on the Lockheed ac-
counting reports showed that the students generally reported less time
than was actually taken, to the extent of an underestimate of about one
hour for the full set of exercises. Thus anybody pianning to use these
exercises with a class should include this factor in planning the course
budget.
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In planning the actual lab facility, it is helpful if there are several
terminals that can be used in parallel by several students. Enough lab-
terminal hours should be scheduled to permit all of the exercises to be
completed over the desired calendar period. For planning purposes we found
it helpful to schedule 6 lab hours of terminal availability per student.

The timing data reported here was obtained with the use of 30 charac-
ters per second (Texas Instruments) thermal printers and DECyriter-2 impact
printers. Some of the instructions in this manual may have to be modified

slightly if-different equipment is used for the exercises.

These exercises have been tested and have evolved from their use with
several series oE student classes. Most of the students were graduate
library school students, but many were professional librarians going .

through an in-service training program. As a results most of the errors,
ambiguities, and conflicts have been removed from the exercises; however
some more are sure to surface in continued,use. The reader should also ex-
pect hat parts of the exercises and supporting materials will become
incomplete or out of date as the DIALOG system goes through its continual
evolutionary development and upgrading of capabilities.

The exercises were written so that they could also be used by di.ffer-
ent organizations at different locations. For that reason, blank spaces
are.left in selected locations in the text for the instructor to enter
location-specific information such as telephone numbers to the data
communication systems, and the names ofdefault files.

The :'irst 8 exercises provide the basic instruction and drill of the
DIALOG commands and. features. The remaining 2 exercises serve as summary
reviews And drills co help pull it all together.

The exercises are designed to be.used in a way in which each student
performs each exercise as'an individual effort. However, the exercises
could also be used in a group Mode, with an assigned group of 2, to 4
students doing the set of exercises together, each student taking turns as
the actual terminal operator.

All of the material in this workbook was prepared with the very help-
ful and able assistance of Jo Robinson and Barbara Andert;on of the
University of (:alifornia, Institute of Library Research.



INTRODUCTION

The DIALOG system provides a powerful capability to search any of
several large online files for information of specific interest to the
searcher or s'ome other end user. Simple coMmands are given by the ter*
minal operator and are interpreted and acted upon by the computer system.
With a few of these commands it is ei.sy for an operator to perform a
search such as the one shown below

BEGIN 10
SELECT COTTON
SELECT EGYPT?
SELECT PRODUC?
COMBINE 1 AND 2 AND 3
PRINT 4/2/1-2es

In the above example, the searcher was interested in citations from
File 10 (NAL/CAIN data base) which jointly used the terms COTTON and terms
with the root EGYPT (e.g., Egypt, Egypt's, Egyptian) and terms with the
root PRODUC (e.g., produce, products,'production). The tWenty most recent
citations that satisfiee'this search- prescription were to be printed off
line to be mailed to the searcher.

The above example shows that using the available DIALOG commands, it
is relatively easy to run a search and obtain acceptable results with very
little training or effort. However, an even greater capability and effi
ciency can be achieved if the operator receives more training and familiar
ity with the specifics of each of the DIALOG commands and features. For
this reason, and because this workbook is aimed at the development of
skills and efficiencies beyond that of an elementary novice, each cf the
major available DIALOG commands and features are described in considerable
detail in the following sections.



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #1
(START/STOP)

AVERAGE T/ME = 6.24 min./.105 hrs
N = 29

50

40

PERCENT OF 30
STUDENTS 20

10

0 2 4
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6 8 10 12 (mi
.10 .20 (hr

ON-LINE TIME

')BJECTIVE: To learn the startup, error recoVery routines, and signoff pro-
tocois, and to obtain working familiarity with alternative data transmis-
sion networks

_COMMANDS AND FEATURES USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: BEGIN, BEGIN BYPASS, BEGINn,
SELECT as a comment, CONTROL H, ESCAPE, BREAK, END, LOGOFF, .COST

FILES USED: ERIC

BACKGROUND: All on-line terminal systems have some mechanism to permit
users to connect to or disconnect fromthe service. Depending upon the
service, it may be necessary for the uSer to present some eligibility cre-
dentials and maybe some accounting information. Files may need to be'
chosen if several are available, and output labeling and mailing informa-
tion may be necessary if off-line printouts are.to be received. -The system
may also give the user the option of working in either a novice or expert
mode, providing-briefer commands and messages for the more expert user.
Many systems wil3 provide tutorial information on-line when requested,
usually to give information about specific features or data bases.

The designers of most of the current on-line systems have recognized
the reality of user errors, and have incorporated features into the system
that make it somewhat tolerant of such mistakes, and permit corrective ac-
tions to be taken rather easily by the terminal operator. The simplest
kind of a fault is an error in the input character sequence, caused most
frequently by typing mistakes or other operator errors, but also by equip-
ment problems. Most systems incorporate a terminal function something like
"backspace and erase" that can allow a user to delete a few erroneous char-
acters before they are sent to the computer or hatfore they are processed.
In addition to this capability to correct afew erroneous characters, and
thus salvage an otherwise useful input character string, there may also be
function commands that permit the user to cause the entire prior line typed
to be ignored (e.g. "Ignore everything I typed since the last transmit
command.") Most systems also incorporate some kind of a break or interrupt
command that will cause the computer output character stream to be inter-
rupted and 'terminated; this is helpful when the sys,tem is printing some-
thing such as a citation or word list on-line, and the operator does not
wish to see any more of it. The DIALOG protocols for such functions are
representative of the procedures used by many other on-line services.

In most situations, the on-line services are connected to the termi-
nal via the publix telephone systeM. This might he done with acoustic
couplers, or with electrical couplers (MODEMs) between the terminal equip-
ment and the telephone system.
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In a few special circumstances, permanent leased lines may be used to
couple the-terminal to the computer service,'J)iit typically-a transmission
line is dialed up when the on-line service is to he used. In many cases
this is done by simply calling the telephone number of the computer center
through the public direct dial telephone network. However, in addition to
the Bell telephone system, several other private communications networks
are in competition to provide data communication services (data only, not
voice). that are appropriate for on-line utilities. These commercial data
transmission networks have local telephone numbers (network "ports")
throughout the country which can be called in order to gain.access to their
networks. Depending on the locations of the terminal and computer service,
it may bp considerably less expensive to use the private datatransmission
services instead of the Bell system for on-line searching.

The on-line computer services, transmission systems, and terminal equip-
ment are available with a variety of operational characterisrics such as
transmiession speeds and method of error checking. Most terminal equipment
incorporates some switches or other controls whose settings may need to he
changed to match the requirements of. different services or communication
networks. The communication speed is an important variable; most on-line
terminals operate today at 300 baud (30 Lniracters per second) . Another
major variable is the mode of transmission, full-duplex or half-duplex. In

a half-duplex mode, communication takes place in either direction, but in
only one direction at a time (e.g., terminal to computer, or vice versa),
similar to common CE radio practice. In full-duplex mode, it is possible
for communication to take place simultaneously in both directions over the

A
same connection.

DIALOG INSTRUCTIGN:

L.

After, diaLin,..; the phon number for the DIALOG computer and receiving
a steady tone signal, the telephnue handset should be placed into the
terminal unit's acoustic coupler. The switches on the :erminal should
already ia positions tabeleH tior DEADY: use. Thrt system will
respond Willi H-1,.! typ- exchane,o on Ot atta,:died page, asking for
t he LIS r e 7- e t 77 ifl m:ceptahle pass..,Jord, the system
procc:eds

As a general u DIALUG commnds can be entered either by
typing che command name :tvp- typing a single key (often a
mnemonic ch,lracer diiflLd he equivalent of that
typed commazt ot

.Ant.heT ;.7111: thdt thc 0:ALOG subscriher, at the time
that.the terminni is Lirst I Hi, ify which file will he used
as .the "default" i ft ti:h the syem normally goes unles another file
is specified by command lt the time of the search. (The file is
the default tiic to- the terminals used lor your instruction:)

All DIALOG commands trom the terminals are sent to the computer
(character-by-charctr) son as they tri leyed. They are examined
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-
and executed after the RETURN key is pressed. The system always shows
that it is ready to accept new commands or information by responding with
a question mark(?) (i.e. a "prompt" message):

The RETURN key should only be pressed once. If the RETURN or CR key is
pressed more than once after a giVen coiTamand (e.g. while impatiently waiting
during a slow system response), the system will automatically stop processing
the previous command and will respond with a new prompt (?) mark -- thus re-
quiring you to start all over again with the last command.

2. Password Protocol - Data Transmission Networks'

If the connection to the DIALOG computer is to be made through a com-
merciaLdata transmission network (e.g., TELENET of the Telenet Communica-
tions Corporation, or TYMNET of the-TYMSHARE Corporation) instead of going
directly to the computer through a direct telephone call, then there are
some additional protocol arrangements to be observed. The specific network
arrangements may change from time to time, or from region to region, so
reference should be made .to the most up-to-date instructions:from those
networks for your local area.

These data transmission networks allow terminals to be connected to
any of several participating national or international computer centers
by phoning a node of the network that is closest (or cheapest) for that
terminal (often a local phone call) and then paying.a communications charge
of about $8.00-l0.00per connect hour instead of the usually higher direct
dial.telenhone charge. This flat hourly rate is generally the same,regard-
less of where in the country the two end points are located (even for
example, from Honolulu lo New York).

For the TELENET network, the searcher dials the appropriate TELENET
node, and after receiving the signal tone and connecting the headset to
the terminal equipment, will receive a message such as that shown below
from a typical TELENET startup protocol.

(C R ) R) y co.44407.- afeAt.

TELENET
DL1 4.,ec.e/-p-eG6/2-7/.A.C.,rar

TERMINAL-_)
nt,.24.e9r'

ff 415 2n 400-nis. shicept.)

Lrt, Tn. ENEr cad-e, addekeiR.422t1Wew-etclA4*-f

C SO A .?0
41':. 20 CONNECTLP

ENTER YOUR rITLOO
WwwWWWWW

1 1

sØn. A-4-1164MC'e--
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a,

Because the network works with mady-computer systems and types of ter-
minal equipment, you will need to en'ter specific information about your
system. Up-to-date informa.tion on the use of the TELENET system can always
be obtained on-line by use of the ?TELENET command described in more detail
in Exercise 5.

For the TYMNET network, the startup procedure. is about the same, with
slightly different system messages. A typical TYMNET startup protocol is
shown below.

-4 aze.,.4
k t

;y;:t../ -/;;=.----:".,"
I, E 7>.IAiH LJ

(:rfc ;;K'
r {

"11, CiL ie

?' Id 4 "

/
tsl T Li

BBFIBEIRRE

3. BEGIN

The fastest and most effective way to start the search is to use the
BEGIW command as shown below, where n is the'number of the file to be
-searched (type BEGINn br !n).

A ii
, ,

'ri;;;

''..:! .. 1 1. 1. !!!!!!', Y.!! ' ! " I ! , '! I !

; ; , ; I ; ;

4.1

A

/

, t
A

For identification of off-line printouts,..you should include some brief
information as the first comment in the search'formulation, using the SELECT
command.. This command is discussed in more detail in exercise #2.
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As mentioned earlier, when starting up the terminal, the system auto-
matically places the user in the pre-determined default file for that ter-
minal. (Default file established for your terminal: ) Technically,
it is possible to start searching in your default file without giving a
BEGIN command, and this may save a small amount of time for each search.
However, it is considered good practice to use some type of BEGIN command,
espec,ially if you often search multiple files, of if several differen't
operators use the same terminal.

Historically, the DIALOG system has worked with some other forms of
the BEGIN command, and those are still available for use. The most complete,
but most time-consuming startup procedure is the use of the BEGIN command
without specifying a file, as shown below. Note that system time is taken
to provide a full menu of the files presently available, and that the system
asks the operator to key in the identifying information to be used by the
system to label any off-line printout that might be requested during this
session. (Even though a mail address is requested during this procedure,
the system will mail the output to the mailing address of the possessor of
the terminal password.) The one advantage Of using this startup procedure
is that it causes the offline output to be neatly labelled with a title page.

e )Lt1 .oe v t'S
? (BEGINT

71,76 a;()1:.1 U.,er7103
so.".57 Huur!,

Plea,,i,e enter the rullu, inrormation.
Preb:, CR key l,Al.p,11. entr.

Search title
'7 AIR POLLUTION
Searchev nawe
7 JANE CLEARAIR
Reoue'stur
'7 JOHN SMOOMAN
Mail ad6t.e,

1*--ERIC FULL T

4 --rEc. A;;(-1 ;6
6 --NTIS
.9 --AIM g AIJF.i 76

10 --W/L/CAIN T9F APR
Entel ,r

1.1,H,e/Fc1e

Peue,,Lur

AIR POLL;;TI.:;
%6

;ANE

[LR

feL .1.ks

,t1 5,3 ei.64:_
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An alrernative way to start is to use a BEGIN BYPASS command (type BEGIN
B or !B). Th;:s procedure places the operator in the default file for that
password. It is done as shown below:

e

(1. E I. i4,tii",:! f er A/1;17
i

, 23 ..."5 7.. ,. I ..; c". e sr 1 AI 4( ,i1(4.1 ;,r;ERIC rt.;!.. 1 11
CA, ,,,;i< se nee

r i !'

1).

4. Operator Errors

For a ncvice operator, the question always comes up, "What happens if
I make a typing mistake?" Fortunately, DIALOG is designed to gracefully
accept and handle such mistakes. The programs have been written to antici-
pate a response to almost any type of keyboarding problem or mistake. There
is probably nothing that you can do at the keyboard that can bother the
system -- all you can do is chew up some extra terminal time and clutter
the set listings.

In the event that you use an invalid ccmmand or command format, and
send it without seeing the mistake, the system wiil respond with an error
message such as the samples shown in the examples below.

',?1,7:. :tit/

IL ' .111.1, ' .1 't*.
r't-tiil T - .

Pr!! r !!! 1

! I 7

t

1 I

E.; :IN

1.'''.?4.:17

EM

t.-. 11

('Tririn 41'. _ .,!

1 I

WE4'. 6 4-

? to 1,3

!,.

3 Yff S.:,

X14,t/...-'

typAv.P (4-4:

p

eoe,a, orrtZ:



In the event that you see the keyboarding mistake before you send it,
you have a chance to correct it. There is a keyboard function on the TI
and some other terminals that acts like a "backspace and erase one charac-
ter" feature. This function is called up by holding down the CONTROL key
and then pressing the H key for each character that is to be erased,
s,tarting from the present position of the print head or CRT cursor. Press
the H key for as many times as you have characters that you want to erase;
,this will cause the print head or cursor to back up over the characters to
get to the first offending character. After you have erased the offending
character, you can resume normal typing with the rest of the character
'string. An example of this approach is shown below.

ed (r,v7,er 41.41

SCA fITEIG) / e a ma' "et

1 '6 1 C.' f1 j ,1
Afv. r4 }ex,' eei, ;e9,f -1

..24!Zi;W L

(Different models of terminal equipment may have different keys for this
function.)

If you wish to erase a whole line, simply press the ESCAPE (ESC) key,
followed by RETURN. The sysfem responds quickly with a new ? prompt. If

all else fails, just send the erroneous command or data, and ignore.the
results that come back (although this may result in an extraneous line of
material in the set history).

The BREAK key can be used at any time to interrupt the on-line printout
or display transmission (simply press the BREAK key) without bothering the
search sequence. However, using the BREAK key after a stacked command
sequence (described later in Exercise #2) will cause the system to ignore
any commands which had not yet begun processing at the computer.

5. 'Sisnoff

The operator terminates the terminal activitie!.: ineither of two ways.
The final and irrevocable command is LOGOFF. When the LOGOFF command is
typed, the system stores the items that were ordered to lie printed, types
out some accounting rords related to that current usage, and disconnects
the telezhone line. This is the command you should always use when you are
finished with th,' terminal and ready to walk away from it. Most models
of terminal equipment include a carrier or signal light of some kind to
show you when the telephone circuit is complete and a carrier signal is
being transmitted. When that light goes out, you know that your phone
line to the computer has been disconnected.

An example of a LOGOFF message from a dire'ct dial call is shown below:

0,1," ).,e 44 v.& 44/ t
OCi 0 F. r

.7, c.

O.
,

1 0 4 H..".! '

_

s
onr)FF-



The LOGOFF procedure with the telecommunication networks is similar to that
of-the direct dial except that you are merely disconnected from. DIALOG but
not from the network until you hang up che phone. Both TELENET and TYMNET
allow you to remain connected to the network for a short time in case you
should want to connect to another service without re-dialing the phone.

As shown-below, for the TELENET network, you will receive a disconnect
message from the code for the Lockheed Retrieval Service as well as a new @

. sign, permitting you to connect to another service.

4 I bl!:WCIONE I t. LI

TYMNET is simiL-.4r, but thu message reads:

T;I

Tne L.CA;OlT command cannot be "stacked" with other commands.

Another interr:elate stopp.ng p Ls the END command which may be used
by te operlcor to signal the completi.or, of a single search and the beginning
of A ,:ompletely difereni. topic during the same terminal session. The END
command stores the item commanded to be printed off-line, and gives a timing
and accoun;:ing record for the search just completed. Note that the BEGIN
command also a:.complishe these functions. The END command, however, does
not reset tno search histrv, which Lan he continued if desired. This will
be noted in later exercises. The END c,,tmmiiid provides a useful way to get

inf)rmation pr'nted at any point durin a terminal session. An example
An F!:) sho,,..n below:

ED, and L..)6oF1' commands are always associated
with .a nv,,ntional Oock time ;hours:

te :-learch !-AT:.:e tor elaped trminal time),
to simplify a,:,untin4 rerds, gi'..en in dec:mal hours. If desired,
this-time can " c,:;nrted into minutel,-. by multiplying by 60.

Each LiZP. tht a Li'.f n; at i , ai the terminal (after each
BE6in, ENO, 1,0i:OFF, Jian:z,. a.-companying cost message



is also automatically printed. This data tells you the oasts incurred since
the last cost message. Considering the way in which these commands are most
often used, this printout usually amounts to an estimate of the'costs in-
curred to do a search in a particular data base. It includes subtotals for
on-line time, off-line print charges, TELENET or TYMNET charges, and a total
cost. If your wish to obtain a record of intermediate costs incurred during
the course of a search, then you can enter the .COST command and receive this
information on-line. This command does not reset the cost figure as do the
other commands. An example of such a printout is given below.

.COST
3nov76 16:11:22 User6065

$1.45 0.053 Hours in Filel
$0.46 Telenet
$1.91 Estimated Partial Cost.

LOGOFF
3nov76 16:17:22 User6065

$3.95 0.1S8 Hours in Mot
$1.26 Telenet
$5.21 Estimated ToU,C1 Cost

LOGUE 16:17:79

If you need to compute the costs of connect time and/or telecommunica-
tion time for a search, simply multiply the elapsed time shown on the print--
out by the hourly cost of connect time for the data base being used and/or
the hourly cost of telecommunication connect time.

7. What to do when the system goes down:

Occasionally a search will be interrupted midway by a system failure.
Such interrupted service results most usually from a communication system
disconnect or from a Lockheed system failure. Such failures will be eviden-
ced by receiving no reaction from terminal for longer than the aCceptable time
or by the carrier light on the terminal going out, or by display of the
following messages:

Lockheed message: ENTER YOUR DIALOG PASSWORD

TYMNET message: DROPPED BY HOST SYSTEM
Please log in:

TELENET message: 415 20 DISCONNECTED

In most cases, any off-line prints requested before the failure will be
printed and the set history wilt he saved for a minimum period of 10 minutes
aftee the system is restored. Time and cost accounting stops as of the
last command entered before the failure.

1-9
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The following procedures arc suggested in the event of such a failure:

Lockheed System Failure: (direct dial access) .

(1) Try to dial back imMediately

(2) If the phone just keeps ringing, wait 5 to 10 minutes, then
dial back again. Continue trying to dial back at 5-minute inter-
vals. A good rule to remember is that most failures are corrected
within 10 minutes. (An effort may be made to phone the Lockheed
Help-Question Desk to ask for information, but ,this number may be
busy with Other users calling for the same reason.)

(3) [Then reconnection with the system is made, re-enter yotii
DIALOG password. If the message is "RECONNECT..." instead of
"LOGON..." it usually means that your previous search work has
been saved. Do NOT issue a BEGIN command. Do a DISPLAY SETS (DS)
command (described in Exercise 44) to reassure yourself that the
sets have not been lost during down time.

TYMNET failure:

(1) Dial back immediately. Do not issue a BEGIN command.

(2) Do a DISPLAY SETS command to reasure yourself that the sets
have not been lost during the down time.'

(3) In. rhe event that TYMNET will not accept your log-in, dial
another nearby TYMNET number or dial Lockheed directly.

TELENET failure:

(1) Dial back immediately. Do not issue a BEGIN command.

(2) Do a DISPLAY SETS command to reassure yourself that the sets
have not been lost during the down time.

(i) In the event that TELENET will not accept your log-in, dial
anotIler nearby TELENET number or dial Lockheed directly.

ON-LINE EXEhCiSE

For the location and terminal equipment to be used for this and the
remaining exercises, the following ntnvork and equipment variables should
be furnished by the lab supervisor:

Telephone Number Terminal Type Code Switch Settings
Communication Mode To Be Used To Be Entered Parity Duplex Speed

Direct dial

TELENET

TYMNET
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Each student is to use their own personal password for each exercise,
and all resulting terminal printouts are to be fan-folded and returned with
the completed corresponding OFF-LINE QUESTIONS pages of this lab workbook to
the instructor as part of each lab exercise. For this first exercise, spell
out the commands instead of using the symbols, in.order to make the print-
out easier to read later.

1. Dial the DIALOG computer center directly and Start up the terminal with

a BEGIN command. As soon as you have finished the initialization dialogue
(names, title, address), and the system has printed the list of available
data bases, and has received your file number (key in the number for the
ERIC file); and has responded with a ? mark, give an END command. After

the response has been received, key in the character sequence EXPLAIN
TELENET1 which is a request for more information (and will be described
further in Exercise 1/5). After the system response has been completed,

give a LOGOFF command.

2. Start up the terminal again, this time go through the TYMNET network,

using a BEGIN BYPASS command. As soon as the terminal is ready for use,
type S and your name, then sign off with a LOGOFF command.

3. Start up tile terminal again, using the TELENET network, and using the
BEGINn command with File 1. As soon as the terminal is ready for use,
type S and your name, then sign off with a LOGOFF command.



OFF-LINE QUESTIONS EXERCISE 1/1 STUDENT NAME

1. Annotate each of the pieces of accounting information that were printed
as a result of one of your END and LOGOFF commands, to show what they mean.

2. Fill in column 2 of the table below with your elapsed time or each of
the startup techniques.

3. At the present commercial rate of $25/hr. of connect time for the ERIC
data base, compute the startup costs associated with each of these techniques
and enter them in column 3 of the table below.

4. 'Do the same in column 4 for the BIOSIS data base at the present commer-
cial rate of $65/hr.

5. Compute the cost savings achieved for each of these data bases by using
the startup techniques other than the full BEGIN, and enter this information
in the last columns of the table below.

Startup Cost Startup Cost
With ERIC With BIOSIS
File at File at Cost Savings Over

Startup Elapsed Time Present Com- Present Com- Full BEGIN by Usin

Technique (in decimal hrs.) mercial Rates mercial Rates This Technique
ERIC BIOSIS

Full BEGIN

BEGIN BYPASS

BEGINn

TOTAL

6. Compute the data transmission costs to connect your terminal to the DIALOG
system for connect times of 5, 30, and 60 minutes. Etter the data in the table

below.

Transmission.
mode Rate

Direct dial

TYMNET

TELENET

SUMMARY

Cost for 5 min. Cost for 30 tin. Cost for 60 min.
Connection ($) Connection ($) Connection ($)

You now know how to start and stop the system, connect your terminal to
the DIALOG system via 3 different communications networks, and correct some
of your mistakes. You have also seen that there are significant cost differ-
ences in the startup procedures that, are used. Furthermore, you have prob-
ably observed that the relative costs of the alternative transmission net-
works depend upon the geographic location of your terminal, and can vary
significantly between the alternatives. 20
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DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #2
(EXPAND and SELECT Terms)

PERCENT OF
STUDENTS

AVERAGE TIME = 15.8 min./.245 hrs.
N = 56

12 18 24 30 36 (min,

0 .20 .40 .60 (hrs,

ON-LINE TIME

OBJECTIVE: To learn to EXPAND and SELECT search terms

COMMANDS AND FEATURES USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: EXPAND, PAGE, SELECT
SELECT WITH TRUNCATION, SELECT SUB-FIELDS, COMMENTS

FILES USED: ERIC

BACKGROUND: Most on-line search systems build, separately for each data base,
an alphabetical list of all the search terms used in that file. Any part of
this list can be examined on-line by the operator, and terms can be selected
from this list to be used as part of a search statement Typically, the opera-
tor keys in a character string of interest (e.g., a word, author, report
number), and the system comes back with a display.(CRT or printed) of the
terms that are alphabetically adjacent to the term entered (often a few
terms preceding the keyed term, and then as many terms as you want after
the keyed term). The major reasons for providing such a system feature are:

.1. To provide the searcher with suggestions regarding alternate forms of
the term of interest that might not otherwise be considered for the search
(e.g., compute, computer, computed, etc.). This function could also be
served by inspection of available word freciuency lists (printed or microform)
for that file before coming to the terminal; however this may be more cumber-
some, and the lists may be unavailable, incomplete, or out of date.

2. To reduce the amount of keyboarding work and time in those cases where
a large number of related terms are to be used in the search formulation.

If some of the data base terms are under thesaurus control, then the
machine file may also include and show the subject-related linkage (as
defined by the thesaurus) as well as the alphabetic relationships. In

the ERIC data base, for example, some of the index terms will be annotated
to show when they have one or more related terms (RT) according to the ERIC
Thesaurus. Some search systems will even automatically include all sub-
ordinate subject-related terms into the search statement if the appropriate
command is given with the search term.

Many of the systems have an alphabetic file of index terms that are a
composite of the terms Used in several different data fields (i.e., a
single alphabetic list of all the terms used as index terms, title words,
abstract words, or words from the,corpprate author field). These composite
term lists may b the "default" term list for a system, and are called up
for the operator unless otherwise specified. Such systems nearly always
provide a refinement that permits the operator to restrict the search to
a subset of those terms that are associated with a specified field (e.g.,
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author names only, title words only). For any given system these subfiles
are usually built separately for each different data base.

DIALOG INSTRUCTION:

1. EXPAND to Find Alphabetically-Related Terms

For a given data base, DIALOG will provide a display of alphabetically-
related search terms by using the EXPAND command (type EXPAND or E or ")
followed by the character string of interest. The system the:A responds
with about 20 lines of type or CRT display as shown below. If additional
terms in this sequence are desired, they can be obtained by giving the PAGE
command (type PAGE or P) as shown by the example below.

DIALOG is fairly insensitive to spacing between a command and the rest
of the character string,

. For example, the system will accept either
EXPAND RATS or EXPANDRATS or E RATS or ERATS.

? EXFANDDISADVANTAGED
Ruf Iltde-tevm flew. RT
El DISAD. 2

E2 2

E3 DISADVANTADED.
E4 DISADVANTAGE. 162
E5 DISADVANTAGE ENVIRONMENT 1.

E.6 -DISADVANTAGED---------- 10888 1

E7 DISADVANTAGED ADULT---- 1

ES DISilDVANTAGED CHILDREN-
E9 'DISADVANTAGED

ENVIRONHENT----------- 213 10

El0 DISADVANTAGED EW.JIRONMEN
T COGNITItIE DEVELU 1

Ell DISADVANTAGED OPOUPS---- 1395 9

El2 DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS-- 83 1

El3 DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS--
El4 DISADVANTAGED YOUTH-- 5142 11

E1.5 DISADVANTAGEDNES------- 4

El6 0IqADuANTAGEGEGE------- 1

El% DISADYANTAGEMEN'!- 1683
Eln DISADVANTAGEW:NiS---

T P
Ref
El9

Irlde>.-1..erm r-,

DISADVANTAGEOU-.
RT

E20 684
E21 fit SADYANTANT A Li 1

E22 DISADVANTATED--- 1

E27.3 1

E24 DISADVANTEUrMrNT 1

E 25 D I SADVC)T AGE D 1

E26 DISAFFE12TED-. 16
E27 DISAFFECTION 18
E26 DISAFFECTIONS
E29 DISAFFILIATr11 1

2-2
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Note that the display also shows the number of citations in the file that
use that term. The system assigns and displays a temporary serial code
(El, E2, ...) to ea-h of the displayed terms in order to simplify the later
identification and use of these terms by the terminal operator. The system-
assigned E numbers run from El to E51 or E52, and are then recycled.

The typing or display of the EXPANDed terms can be terminated at any
time during the EXPAND process when the operator sees that the lited
terms are no longer relevant. This can be done by pressing the BREAK
key to stop the action. (Don't try to type the-word BREAK.) This can
help to save'terminal time and paper.

2. EXPAND to Find Subject-Related Terms

In the above example from the ERIC data base, the rightmost column
shows when a term has some other terms connected to it in a subject rela-
tionship defined previously by the ERIC thesaurus. The system can now pro-
vide a display of these specific subject-related terms by calling for an
EXPAND of the appropriate E-number assigned by the system to each of the
displayed terms, as shown by the example below.

EE14
Rer Irlde-Lerm T!,ePe RT
-R1 -DISADVANTAGED YOUTH-- 5142 11

R2 CULTURALLY ,DEIPRIVED
CHILDREN--------------U 1

R3 DEPRIVED CHILIIREN-------U 1

R4 DISADVANTAGEn cHILDREN--U. 1

P5 DISADYANTAnED STHDENTS--U 1

R6 INNER CITY CHILDREN-----U 1

R7 SLUM CHILDREN -U 1

RO DISADVANTAGED GRO:;PS----B 1395 9

R9 YOUTH- 10:99 29
R10 CHILD DEVELOPT--t

CENTERS -P. 116 6
RII CULTURALLY DISAD1)ANTAGEDR [659 11

R12 STUDY CENTERS. 82 10

.I.gairg175

744. "

The display will show subject-related terms only when such term relation-
ships have been previously established by a thesaurus for that data base.
Data bases that do not have an associated thesaurus (e.g. Social Sciences
Citation Index) will have blank entries in the RT column.

This 2-step expand procedure can be avoided if desired, by using a
direct expand in the miinner shown below, by placing parentheses around the
term of interest.

:CO



7 E. (DISADVANTAGED YOUTH)
Ref RT
.R1 -DISADVANTAGED YOUTH-- 5142 11
R2 CULTURALLY DEPRIVED

CHILDREN-
R3 DEPRIVED CHILDRFN-------U
R4 DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN 1) 1
R5 DISADVANTAGED STUDENTSU 1
R6 INNER CITY CHILDREN 1
R7 SLUM CHILDREN- 1
R8 DISADVANTAGED GROUPS----B 1395 9
R9 YOUTH 10599 22
R10 CHILD DEVELOPMENT

CENTERS P 116 6
R11 CULTURALLY DISADVANTAGEDR 1659 11
R12 STUDY CENTER .P 82 10

If a thesaurus entry does not exist for an attempted term, the system
will revert to the basic index and will display E numbers rather than the
related terms (R numbers).

3. SELECT from EXPAND Display

Terms of interest for the search fot.aulation can be taken from the
EXPAND lists by use of.the SELECT command. The use of this command (type
SELECT or S or 0, followed by the E-number of interest, auses the desig-
nated term to'be set aside as a logical set or building bloc.: to be used
later in the search formulation. Each such set is assigned a unique serial
set number by the system in order to simplify its later use by the operator.

The SELECT command can be used with a single term from the EXPAND list
(e.g., SELECT E6); it can also be used with a continuous range of terms from
the EXPAND list (e.g., SELECT E7-E9) or with several terms not necessarily
in sequence (e.g., SELECT Ell, El4, El7). No more than about 25 E-numbers
can be SELECTed with a single range command.

When several E-numbers are specified in one SELECT command, the cita-
tion sets corresponding to the separate terms are automatically combined
together by the system in a logical OR operation, with only tna resulting
total set given a set number. These logical operations are de3cribed in
more detail in a later exercise.

Each SELECT command results in a line of display or printout that shows
a set number for that term (or set of terms) along with a total of the number
of citations that use that term (or terms), as illustrated by the examples
shown below.

? SELECTE4
1 16'2 P-.ANIAc::jE

2 1(2.;.?

116- y;t:'!IiVANTA5ED

.E0*,

I. 6 / I

;,7'.'.!'-1.0.,ANT46i-.A1
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The above functions could be achieved faster by combining all of the
desired SELECT actions into a single command as shown below.

? SE4-E7 yE9-E14,E.17? E19
12039 E4-E7,E9E14,E17,E19

E6 DI.$.t)DVANTAGETI

Unfortunately, the descriptive information printed with each set number is
restricted to a rather small number of characters, which results in some of
the typed or displayed descriptions (but not the actual terms) being
truncated.

If they are to be used, terms from the EXPAND list (e.g., E5, E8-E11)
or frOm the EXPAND related list (e.g., R6-R10) must be SELECTed before
giving another EXPAND command. As a matter of fact, terms remain ailable
to be selected from both an EXPAND list and its related EXPAND list (e.g.
EXPANDterm followed by a PAGE command, or EXPANDterm followed by an
EXPANDRO until the next EXPAND command is given (e:g. you can give A SE14,
SR6-R10 sequence).- (After another EXPAND command has been given, the prior
EXPAND list and E-numbers are erased.)

4. Direct SELECT

The'SELECT command may be.used directly without being preceded by the
EXPAND command. This is done by following the command with the character
string of interest, aS shown below:

? SFUNGICIDES
1 1664 F61".CIDE:.:

The SELECT command can be used directly with any term of interest.
However it requires an exact character match, and will not retrieve terms
that differ slightly in spelling, punctuation, or the use of special charac-
ters.

. The SELECT command will nften.turn up empty sets as shown by the
example below.

- - - - X:yed
? . /

(

.? IBRARY e: 445;45

16 91.363 II .1.:{!:;: A

Note that certain terms (e.g. ELECTRICAL, ELECTRODE, ELECTIVE) when
SELECTed by an S without a space, spell out the word SELECT. In this
ambiguous situation, the system will try to retrieve on the character
string following this word, with amusing results. In these cases, simply
use a space after the S.
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And as shown below,, the SELECT command can also be used by the operatccr to
'inClude comments or notes (up to 30 characters Of type) in the record of
the search formulation.

SLIBRARY MANAGEMENT FOR JOE
17 LIBRARY MAAGEMENT FOR JOE

Unlike a SELECT with a range of E-numbers or R-numbers, a single
SELECT command can only be used with a single term or term phrase. You,
may stack several SELECT commands together on the same line or input
string, by separating each coMmand by a:semicolon s shown below.

SDOGS;SCATS;SMICE

If you forget to include the S or the semicolon you may get the problem
shown below.

- . cqui"a
(fle:1 lAts e tetms ceir.../1(

xxet-44,-/

(snocs CATS I' C F.)

!!"-f

1.8 71 0 S r C T C: E

041.5,001S
9'nz

, r. G

5. SELECT With Truncation

The.SELECT command can also be used with right-truncated.words. 'This
is an unconditional tr:mcation in that the system does not 'care how many

-characters-follow -the word-stem- This feature iS 'called-up simPly by keying

a question mark at the point of truncation, as shown in the example below..

-(-
11

Up to 800 different terms wi:th the specified root can, be selected by the
use of a single command. If there are more than 800 index terms or phrases
in the file beginningwith the stem being searched, a message will be
issued to direct the searcher to respecify the stem.

?(I; .(71":

?(L3 PREf:iC11001

5ysc 964:
.1.300 tppw,i;

s etA S
r

4 ::00O
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Truncation can be a mixed blessing. It is usually wise to avoid short stems

that could be used with many different words. Consider the word BEE and its

plural BEES. If truncated to get both, you would also retrieve BEEF,BEEFALO,
BEER, BEEN, and many others. A good rule of thumb is to truncate where the
word stems diverge (e.g. LIBRAR for LIBRARIANS, LIBRARIES, LIBRARY, ... and
not LIB which would also retrieve LIBERTY, LIBERAL, ... etc.).

The system has a limit of 98 sets for any search formulation.

6. Suffix Codes for Specific Subject Fields

The basic index, the main subject-conveying word file, is a merged file
containing the components below. (This is discussed in more detail in

Exercise 4.) The subject sub-files are identified with suffixes instead of
prefixes, as shown by the ERIC file examples below:

SUFFIX FIELD FORMAT EXAMPLE

TI title COMPUTERS/TI

AB abstract COMPUTERS/AB

DE descriptors COMPUTERS/DE

DF descriptors (full) EDUCATION/DF

ID identifiers ERIC/ID

IF identifiers (full) CAL.IFORNIA/IF

CS corporate source CEMCO/CS

NT descriptive note PAPER/NT

SA sponsoring agency EDUCATION/SA

.Further information about suffixes used in ERIC and several other files
is gfven in Appendix A.

If a SELECT is used with a term and no qualifying suffix, you.will
search in ail of the subject-conveying sub-files. If you wish to restrict
the search to the terms in a specific sub-file (e.g. title terms only),
then the suffix permits ycu to do this.

Suffixes are used only with the SELECT and EXPAND command, and may be
combined in the same command in order to easily specify several fields for
searching.- The following examples show searching for terms in increasing

voiume,,: of. data:

Ci!'7
4. !
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SELECT COMMAND

S LIBRARIES/DE

S LIBRARIES/DE,ID

S LIBRARIES/DE,ID,TI

S LIBRARIES/DE,ID,TI,AB

THIS COMMAND SEARCHES FOR THE TERM
LIBRARIES IN THE FOLLOWING SUBFILES

term used as a Descriptor

11 II 11 II

II II II II

II 11 II

or in abstract

or Identifier

S LIBRARIES term used in any of the subfields

, or in title

The suffix codes cannot be used with a truncated stem. Separate SELECT
statements must be made for each variation of the word, as shown in the
example below.

? 62.2.2ION?./T I )

? SUNION/T I
21 290 UNION/TI

SUNIONS/TI
csxpetnite

5' E- (
74 UNMW3/TT r

? SUNTONIZATION/TI
23 23 ;JN.c,okl r I ON / TI

7. Prefix Codes for Subfields

Both the EXPAND and SELECT commands can be limited to specific data
fields (e.g., duthor, title) withl.n a data base, by use of prefix or suffix
codes defined separately for each file. For example, in the ERIC file, the
prefix AU= limits the EXPAND or SELECT operations to the author entries.
In the example Shown below, EXPAND AU=POWER provides a display.of author
names alphabetically near to POWER, and none of the subject or other terms
related to POWER. Because the data bases differ in regard to author entry
format, and because the author field is very space and punctt:ation sensitive,
a good starting point r.or beginning searchers is to key in or:y the author's
last name when EXPANDing an author.
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Li) ,

? (EN...1-rowER--"''..;
Re; r F !-;; ;,-...-- I....e tmi 1; :J)--;.:; 1 I...-?me) RT
E: 1. A1.1- E'r.:WD...!... :I EII.:1?..; A ':: 1. ,

1

E 2 AI..1 -F' 0 tg: 1. L. - 1:1-10NA'.: .; : 3
E 3 Aii-F'01;11::.1.1. TON 1

E 4 A LI- F-' 0 I.4 F: L. I . I .;,1 I I.. ... 1. A ... !...! : 1. 1.,,
c.. ...) AU-POWELL I.; I. i...'lr". EII

1
E6
E :' AU-F.01.1E I.: ANN 1.

E S A li - F.' n:JE R 17 .- 1.; :
r-;_ ./A,-

E 9 :='11.1-,FIC.11.4ER 0. 0I. :I: N N (fi)....,,titYP-
'1, /1!

El0 AF1-PUWER D: .1: )
.,..,e/ci. -I'

El 1 :41.: -.POWER 1.:1E-'1.11:14 1.-1 ..1 : 1

E I ? Al..;-P0kIEr. 1:; I:1;.;; A!...I.; -. 1

E 1 3 A 1; -4.'OLOF F;: El.:11;;A:..;:1-; .; , 1

E 1 4 Aft,- F-'01JE R E.L.I...EN N : 1

P. 1 `.5 AU- F' 014 E R il :11..1.11N- 2
E 1 6 411.1--E0;/.1E:P I-i .1 1 I. 1)N Ip . 1.

E 1 7 ALI -PC.111':;.:+; - EI l ;. 1 i.-....,:

i-ii2Cr:!-IF ;I';'... 1

E 18 ,.- . LI . ;-:- 1 .1;..jE. i... .. .; .-.,;-.0: '.'. 1

in k.) !. e

It is possible to use the SELECT command directly with a subfield, as shown
-

by the example below. However the use of the EXPAND command with specific
subfields is the recommended procedure when working with personal author
names, because they have so much variation in form.

?
;-) :410 1. i:'.r1,11: 1 I.. 10 1. I r

E: LI L A NC' A Ii1T 1-;;.
r.P2

13'e is t .

;. F

E.: 1 -1...1-^1?-)I A 0 N 1

1:2 rt A1.2.44 tr'43

E. !='11.1 1-41!.11t - 1

:

F.7 !":)%:: fifiF.i..1

- L. .17..r"

e, hcati

;,.: - . -- ....,

1.... i.; - ; ':- I.. 1:"-tN.1.:.;-;.'..:11.I. 1 ; , I.; I.. I .1; 1. , A?'. ''' 4,..1

7 a ,,,ei...r.iNc.:17r-;1Yr. . ''

/V ...
' . ''..arSC -

11,..1.1-..i., ;,i, 1. ...
-,, ,-,..(t. .1.- .47 . 0 -

I:7 1 (.) :;')11- I.. ;;"; ;;;;::: ;7. :72...T 1:: 1 I: - 1 : :.;

1.,, I 1. ,:., .,, ! .... L. ,-., ,,.,;(.2, ,.'.,':...- 7 .,.. ... .. ; .., i .., 1

r 1.2 rt; ;.. ,.. (,;.,,,;.',-,,..2.-7,-.....4.......:-.-. Ifl.....;.:. 3

1 1

1...I 1. 3 CO ! 1. t'%. ''' Ir.. ...'''- 1. 1.-. I .. - . : n. ..: ;H. 1 ..'..1..-...-

...:....;.1 ...1.1.11:' 1

T.L.....

.-!! i ... ; ,., 1..,.....-, .,.,'.. ..,i, :. .. 1, ; ,',1 ; . ' .:.

E 1. - t-1". t

I , I I
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As-shown above, the search by a SELECT command would have been more
productive by first doing an EXPAND of this author. When searching for
all articles by a given author, this EXPAND and SELECT method will yield
the best results.

ing.
The truncation feature, shown below, is also useful for author search-

S AU=COOPER, W?
S AU=COOPER W?

This technique is most useful when combining the resulting set with
another facet (e.g. for articles by a W. Cooper on XXX subject). To use
the truncation feature effectively in the author field, one has to know
the author format of the particular data base being searched (e.g. Some
use a comma following the family name and some do not). See Exercise #8
for examples of these variations.

For the ERIC data base, the following prefix codes are used to restrict
the EXPAND or SELECT attention to the following subfiles in Crat data base:

PREFIX FIELD FORMAT ZXAMPLE

AC= area code (legislative) AC=32

AU= personal author AU=WHITE, A

CN= contract or grant # CN=0E-2214

CH= ERIC clearinghouse code CH=EC

DT= document type DT=B

SC= institution code, or .SC=AHP00230
sponsoring agency code

IS= issue of RIE or CIJE name IS=RIEAUG75

J0= journal name JO=AAUP BULLETIN

PN= project number PN=H-530041

RN= report number RN=TMWOO

Da= update UD=750c'

YR= year YR=T!

The full lists of ccdes (e.g., for all the ERIC Clearinghouses) are given
in Vol. 2 of t.ce Lockheed DIALOG manual. A summary of the prefix codes
used in the ERIC and several other files is given in Appendix B of this
workbook.

2-LO
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ON-LINE EXERCISE

(The END commands have been added in order to proyide timing information
fur the homeuork. You may continue the assignment after each problem
without using a new BEGIN.)

--

1. Start up the terminal in,the fastest possible way,..w e ERIC file,
arid EXPAND the term APTITUDE. When this command has been eted, call
up the next page of the term list with a PAGE command, t ating the listing
with a BREAK command after all of the APTITUDE-like terms a4 been displayed.

2. SELECT all of the alphabetical APTITUDE-like terms t at ppear on your
display.

3. EXPAND APTITUDE to find the sub'ect-related terms.

4. From the sub'ect-related terms, SELECT all of theoterm yOu consider
to be relevant to APTITUDE. TYpe tND.

5. SELECT the term.COST in a series of commands, working larger and
larger fields of data:

COST used as either a Descriptor or Identifier
COST used as Descriptor, Identifier, or in'a title
COST-Used as Descriptor, Identifier, or in a title or abstract
COST used in any field.
END. 45,

SELECT the term OCLC from the title sub-file. END.

7. EXPAND and SELECT an author of interest to you. END.

8. Use the SELECT command to write a note to yourself.

9. Use the SELECT command (with the command in both a coded and spelled out
fashion, and both with and without a space character after the command) with
the term ELECTRONICS. END.

10. As a test of the truncation search feature:

SELECT separately the terms LIBRARY and LIBRARIES and LIBRARIANS
SELECT the word root LIBRAR
LOGOFF.

3 t
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OFF-LINE QUESTIONS EXERCISE #2 STUDENT NAME

1. On-line time taken for this exercise?

Problem
1-4
5

6

7

8-10

Time (hrs.)

TOTAL

2. Number of citations in the file that use the term APTITUDE alone?

3. Number of terms in this file that are noted as subject-related to
APTITUDE?

4. Total number of citations that use'Variants of the term APTITUDP-

5. What happens in Problem 115 when the term COST is searched in increasing
numbers of data fields?

6. What's the problem in Problem #9?

7. Using the latest available printed ERIC thesaurus, and available word
frequency lists (printed or microfiche), identify those alphabetically-
related APTITUDE-like terms that you found as a result of your EXPAND
command that are not included in any of these analyst support.tools.

Thesaurus or-Word Terms Found by the EXPAND That Were
Freouency List Not in This Tool

i. Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors.

t,Aition. 1971.

ii. ERIC Descriptor and Identi-
fier Usage Reports. 1973
a) Descriptor Usige

h) Identifier Usage

DIALIST

32
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SUMMARY

You have now learned to use the most frequently used commands, SELECT
and EXPAND. These are the commands that are necessary to assemble the terms
that are to be used in the search formulation. You have also seen how to
restrict the search to particular data fields such as the author or title
fields. The truncation search capability feature is very powerful but you..
will need to have more practice in its use in order to gain a feeling for
the false drop problems that can be encountered in its use. The prefix
and suffix codes are very important, and you will need to con.Linue to re-
view and use them in order to understand how they can be used to best advan-
tage; they also need to be understood in the context of the specific data
base that is being used.

With regards to the SELECT command, some general observations can be
made for later consideration: 1) the shorter the word stem in truncation
searching, the greater the search yield, often with false drops (e.g.
COMPUT? will retrieve more citations than COMPUTAT?); 2) the larger the
number of data fields searched, the greater the search yield (e.g. S BOOKS
will retrieve more citations than S BOOKS/TI); the yield of author searching
is greatly improved by the use of the EXPAND or truncated stem search fea-
tures on the author's name.

An EXPAND command nearly always shows moreterms than would be found
in the available thesaurus or term frequency list for a given data base,
primarily because it is assembled from a larger and more current file.
When a data base has a controlled vocabulary, and when the term relation-
ships are represented by a thesaurus, then these term relationships are
incorporated into the machine file aad can be shown on-line with the EXPAND
command. This is a very helpful feature, as you will find when working
later with data bases that do not have such authority control measures.

3 3
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DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #3
(LOGIC).

N=55

4

PERCENT OF 3
STUDENTS 2

1' 20 30 40 50 60 Onin.
0 .50 1.00 (hrs

ON-LINE TIME

OBJECTIVE: To learn to use the logical operators AND, OR, NOT

COMMANDS USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: COMBINE

FIUS USED: ERIC

BAAGROUND: All on-line retrieval systems provide a means for combining
search topics into logical groups with the AND, OR, and NOT operators., The
systems differ however in the notation systems used, and in the maximum
number of operators permitted with a search statement. Almost all on-line ,
systems work entirely with Boolean operators instead of using weighted term
searching.

The OR operator causes retrieval of any or all of the ORed terms.
Thus the retrieval of the terms LIBRARY OR LIBRARIES will be made on all
documents hi-ving one or more of these terms.

Librar Libraries

\ )/)

The AND operator causes retrieval of documents where twc or more terms or
sets of terms co-occur. Thus the search terms LIBRARY AND AUTOMATION will
retrieve only those documents containing both of these words in the cita-
tion.

Library Automation

(

/

The NOT operator, on the other hand, prevents documents indexed uaer speci-
fied terms from being retrieved. Thus the expression LIBRARY AND AUTOMATION
NOT CIRCULATION will retrieve documents that include bpth of the terms
"library" and "automation," but will excl,tide those documents that have the
term "circulation."

Library

r -r

Circuiation

'Automation

3-I
.
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Most systems also provide a means to permit searching with truncated
word stems, and to permit some restrictions to be placed on the coincident
proximity of multiple search terms in a citation (e.g. the two terms of
interest must be adjacent to each other).

Some systems permit a search term to be entered directly with the-
logical operator, while other systems such as DIALOG require the terms to
be SELECTed before they can be used with any logic operator.

DIALOG INSTRUCTION: The COMBINE command (operator types COMBINE or C or
$) is used for all logical operations, followed by a notation of the logic
function of interest. This command only works on previously numbered sets,
and will not operate directly with search terms.

The logical operator may be spelled out or represented by a designated
symbol. Several contiguous sets can also be logically grouped together by
specifying a range of set numbers, followed by a slash and the logical
command.

1. The OR Operation

The OR relationship for a series of terms can be expressed in the follow-
ing ways -- by spelling out the OR, or by using a + symbol:-

C 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR..:1 (max% n = ca. 25)
C1OR2OR3OR...n
Cl + 2 + 3 +...n
C1+2+3+...n
Cl-n/OR
Cl-n/+

The maximum rk is around 25; this is actually determined by a limitation of
a command string of 3 lines of instruction.

As noted by the example below, the command is fairly insensitive to space
characters.

9

;31S11-;'?

14.
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The string of logic statements is limited in size to what can be repre-
sented on one line of terminal display. This need not limit the searcher
because a final search formulation string representing a lot of logic could
be built up from several sets of sub-strings.

If several terms have.large numbers of records posted to them (e.g.
EDUCATION in the ERIC file), use of these very large sets, especially in OR
relationships, can sometimes exceed the working storage capacity assigned
to your terminal by the computer system. The maximum Dumber of citations
allowed in working storage for one search is about 600,000. It should usu-
ally be possible to formulate a search in a way that"dr...esn't build such large
sets that overflow conditions result.

Since a term must first be SELECTed and then COMBINEd (so that the
postings for the term are maintained twice in the working storage, once as
originally selected and again as_part of the ORed set), it is prudent to
use such excessively large sets in combination with AND logic, so that the
second set of postings for the large sets will include only those satisfying
another, ANDed parameter. The file overflow situation happens when working
with very large sets such as heavily posted terms (e.g. EDUCATION) or large
file partitions (e.g. English-language publications) in a data base. It

is difficult to 'predict when it might happen. When it does happen, none
of your prior work is damaged in any way; you are simply put on notice that
you will not be able to carry_out the step you just initiated. You can
often anticipate and avoid this trouble by forming some initial products
to limit the size of the new-sets you are creating, or by using the search
save feature described in a later exercise.

2. The AND Operation

The AND relationship is expressed in the same way as the OR relation-
ship, by spelling the AND or by Using an asterisk symbol as shown below:

Cl AND 2 AND 3 AND...n
ClAND2AND3AND...n

C1*2')c3A...n

Cl-n/AND

The AND operator should be used with care, as it requites each set to .be
satisffed for retrieval The number of AND operators needed seldom .ex-
ceeds two, and the averaT2 is about 3 per search question.

The result el' the COMBINE operation is a terminal display or printout
of the new set create] by the 1Mgi.t1 operation (and setially numbered by
the system), along with a tily of' the number of citations that are included
in that new s-et. An example is shown below.
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3. The NOT Operation

The NOT operation is useful for permitting the search to exclude search
terms that are known in advance to be non-relevant to the search topic (e...g.
search on faculty and unions, but not union catalog, union list of serials,
or Soviet Union).

The NOT operation is expressed by the word NOT or by using the - symbol
(e.g. C7NOT8, C7-8).

4. Combined Logical Operations

You can mix words and symbols in the same search formulation. Paren-
theses can also be used to describe logical groupings, :-..uch as:

C1AND2 NOT3
C(1AND2)NOT3
C(1+2)-3
C(10R2)AND(30R4.)AND5
C(10R2)*(3+4)AND5

If parentheses are not used, the DIALOG program will operate first on the
NOT logic, and then on the AND and OR logic. Parentheses are useful for
notation purposes to avoid ambiguity of interpretation.

The parentheses can even be nested in several levels such as

CMSET1 OR SET2)AND(SET3 OR(SET4 NOT SET5))0R SET6)AND SET7)NOT SET8

It is exceptionally easy to make an error with such a complex nested statement.

The total number of P-''Alan operators acceptable in one search statement is
around 25. The leng ,i the character string in the search statement (maxi-
mum of 1 line of typi. , rather than the number of operators, is the usual
limiting factor. The. --a no limits on the degree of nesting as such.
However it is seldom necessary (or advisable!) to use such logically complex
search statements as shown above. An example of a long logic statement is
shown below in both a long and short form.

C: 1.

C: 1.

1:1

(.: .1 1

1: 1 6

.1

2 4.3 + 4 + +6 + 7 4 8 -4

22 4 9077
+ 2+3+ 4+ + + .7+ 8

1

24

.
:1 111:1:

4

9 4

4.

1. 1

0

+ 1.

.1

t

0
r:t

t' 1 1..4

+ 7
1.

1-8

41

+91-.1

3 + 1. 4

0
.+ 1. 6 4.1. 7+ 1. 8 + 1. 9 +.2 0

)0;1

3-4
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Note the convenience of using a range feature with the COMBINE command (e.g.
C1-11/0R). Unfortunately this range feature cannot be used when combined
with other logic such as C(1OR2)AND(4-7/0R).

ON-LINE EXERCISE

1. Start up the terminal with a BEGIN BYPASS to the ERIC data base. SELECT,
and then COMBINE in an OR relationship, all of the following terms: ABSTRACTIb
INDEXING, TRANSLATING, REVIEWING, CATALOGING, CLASSIFYING. Type an END command

2. SELECT the term FEDERAL, and COMBINE it in an AND relationship with ebe
set resulting from the previous COMBINE operation. END.

3. EXPAND the term ARCHIVE, and COMBINE it in an OR relationship with all
of the alphabetically-related terms that represent archives of different
types. END.

4. COMBINE in an OR relationship all of the terms indicated by the thesaurus
as being subject7related terms that represent archives of all types. END.

5. COMBINE in an OR relationship the final sets created separately in
Problems 3 and 4 (archives), and then AND this final archive set with the
term COSTS. END.

6. Take the final set produced in Problem 5 abOve, and use the NOT command
, to exclude those citations that use the term BUDGET.

7. BEGIN1. Build a set, and determine the number of citations that corre7
spond to the information request .noted below:

(CATALOG or INDEX) and (EVALUATION or PERFORMANCE or COSTS)

Use these terms exactly as given above, with no addit!ons, deletions, or
EXPANDs. END.

Ze.

Build a set that corresponds to the information request noted below:

(EDUCATION or APPLICATION or APPLIED or LIBRARIES or SYSTEM or
RESEARCH or PROGRAM or SURVEYS)

Terminate the attempt if the system saturates and gives an error message
about a storage overflow. END.

9. 4,Direct1y key .in Like following instruction

GAPPLES AND ORANGES

When finished, LOGOFF.
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OFFLINE HOMEWORK EXERCISE #3 STUDENT NAME

1. Total amount of terminal time, and number of citations in the sets
created in the above problems?

No. of Citations OnLine Time
Problem# or Error Messages Required (hrs.)

1. (abstracting, etc.)

2. (above AND federal)

3. (archivealphabetic)

4. (archivesubject)

5. (archive AND costs)

6. (5 NOT budget)

7. (new set)

8. (saturation)

9. (COMBINE terms)

TOTAL

2. What went wrong with problem #8?

3. What's wrong with problem #9?

SUMMARY

The AND, OR and NOT operators are the necessary elements for combining
the chosen search terms together in a final search formulation. You have
now learned the major operations necessary to perform an online search..
The rest of the commands provide more of a fine tuning capability to help
you sharpen up or trim the search formulation, to arrange the output, and
to increase your speed and flexibility.

Some general reminders: 1) you must SELECT terms before you can COMBINE
them; 2) the AND operator sets a restrictive condition, so that each addi
tional AND operator used in the search formulation tends to reduce the volume
of output; the OR operator provides the reverse situation by permitting more
retrieval possibilities, hence'each additional OR operator used in the search
formulation tends to increase thesvolume of output.



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE 1/4
(MULTIPLE-WORD SEARCH TERMS)

AVERAGE TIME = 19.7 min./.330 hrs.
N = 29

7

66

50

PERCENT OF 40
STUDENTS 3

1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 (min.)
0 .50 1.0 (hrs.)

ON-LINE TIME

OBJEtTIVE: To learn to work with multiple-word search terms

COMMANDS AND FEATURES USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: WORD PHRASES, WORD PROXIMITY
AND WORD ORDER CONDITIONS, DISPLAY SET HISTORY

FILES USED: ERIC

BACKGROUND: The prior exercises have all dealt primarily with single-word
search terms (e.g. cataloging, indexing). However there are many instances
in which multiple-word search terms are of interest (e.g. non-print media,
secondary education) either as character strings that occur naturally in the
title or abstract, or as descriptors assigned by indexers. It is helpful
for the searcher if the system can search with multiple-word terms, and
many systems provide this capability.

A system that searches only on single-word terms can always retrieve a
citation that includes multiple-word terms, by making separate searches on
each of the words and then ANDing the resulting sets. However, this often
causes ccme extra false drops to be retrieved because of instances of:

*word order reversed (duck blind, blind duck)
*terms used in different parts of the citation (SOLAR ENERGY matching

an article on "Energy Needs" published by Solar Manufacturing Co.).

This is particularly true when searching abstracts where different parts of
the phrase can appear in different sentences. It is helpful if the system
.permits you to require that the citation terms appear in the same sequence
as the character string of your multiple-word search key.

,$ome of the data base suppliers annotate their citations with multi-
word phrases. Systems that build indexes that include multi-word phrases
can often end up with some phrases that are so long that it seems unlikely
that any searcher would a) think of them, or b) want to key them in. The
following long word phrases are such examples taken from some of the DIALOG
files.

APPALACHIA PRESCHOOL EDUCATION PROGRAM

APPLETON CENTURY CROFTS PORTABLE LABORATORY SYSTEM

AREA CENTERS FOR SERVICES TO DEAF BLIND CHILDREN

ASSOCIATION OF INFORMATION DISSEMINATION CENTERS

Data base suppliers differ in their approach to multiple word index phrases.
Some data bases restrict themselves to rather short index terms, while some
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suppliers such as INSPEC may work with many long Identifier phrases (e.g.
application as high energy voltage sensiti).

DIALOG INSTRUCTION:

1. DIALOG Indexes

Whea the DIALOG on-line subject indexes are built from the input records,
each significant word or character string is pulled out of the record and
used as an index term. The "significant" words include every character string
other than 12 trivial terms (A, AN, AND, BY, FOR, FROM, IN, OF, ON, THE, TO,
WITH). This causes some specific problems with a few search terms (e.g.
VITAMIN A, IN VITRO). Attention is also given to removing some punctuation
marks (e.g. periods at the end of a field or sentence) from the character
strings. All of these access points are merged into a compcsite index term
list regardless of which field the terms were in. Each of the terms of a
word phrase (e.g. computer programs) is pulled apart and entered separately
in this composite list. However, each of the terms is annotated in the com-
pcsite index to show which field it came from, and this annotation is then
used internally as a pointer to the separate index lists that are also created
for each of the data fields. A search (SELECT) on any term automatically
searches this master list (called the Basic Index) by default unless restric-
tions are put on the SELECT statement by the searcher that would limit atten-
tion to specific fields (e.g. title, abstract). An example of the index
term lists derived from a typical ERIC citation is given in Figure 4-1.

Word Phrases

In some files, the assigned index terms may consist of pre-coordinated
word phrases. That is, the thesaurus or controlled vocabulary for that file
may include some word phrases in addition to single terms. Thus the terms
of interest may be pre-coordinated by the indexi- that they needn't be
post-coordinated by the searcher.

in the ERIC data base for example, whenever the DIALOG system first
receives a multiple-word phrase (called a "bound Descriptor" in this exercise)
in a Descriptor or IdentAfier field in a citation from the data base supplier,

. it posts that phrase to the machine files both by the entire ')ound Descriptor
and by the separate -words in the phrase. Thus the Descriptor phrase BOOK
CATALOG would be filed in three places, under BOOK CATALOG, under BOOK, and
under CATALOG. But this posting of the complete bound Descriptor is only
done for the phras.es in tw'D of the ERIC data fields, Descriptors and Identi-
fiers.

For any other field such as the title, word phrases that would seem to belong
together (e.g. union catalogs) are pulled apart and each word, except those
that are trival, is filed separately. Thus you should plan to EXPAND or.
SELECT word phrases only when ytu are working in the Descriptor or Identifier
fields of some files. Word phrases are kept intact in the same way in ~he
following fields of everal othex data bases:
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FILE FIELDS THAT INCLUDE BOUND DESCRIPTORS

ERIC DescTiptors, Identifiers

NTIS Descriptors, Identifiers

COMPENDEX Descriptors, Identifiers

INSPEC Descriptors, Identifiers

PSYCH AB Descriptors

CAIN Descriptors (for some parts of the file)

DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS Descriptors

Searching on a bound Descriptor is done the same way as searching with
single words, only you key in the phrase instead of the single word. The
EXPAND and SELECT commands can be used with word phrases as shown by the
example below.

'? EXPAND MINOR-1;1'Y GRI11.11
Ref Inde::.terni 1,317, F t,eii,< RT
El MINORITY GROUP.
E2 MINORITY GROUP

ADMINISTRATORS
E3 MINORI.T Y GROUP (.;1111..11REN-

E.4 MINORITY GROUP I 1.111CIII.t ON
E5 M INOR I TY Mi01.11--.' 6L1ILR.;

1 LAC:111..Rf.; 14110 .11.9 3

Le') --MTNORITY GRO111-',
F:7 M 'NON]. t' MOD-11..1T T'

ES MINOR I TY PANT L Pri 1 ON

11,'OORral

E9 M INORI Y
MINOR] TY ROLE

Ell MINORFTY SItatrt,W:;- 7

C12 miNnPIry FEI!WIlLk
1-4CPUITMENT 1-1,AWm 1

E 13 ra NOR I' LIOMI..;

1-MPLOYMI N
El 4 M NO W.;

36()I3

NO1 1 TY 10-o

If you CELECT a multiword phrase by giving the words and the space
characters, the system only searches in the Descriptor and Identifier files
(DE/ID). If the phrase is not a bound Descriptor (i.e. if it may appear in
titles or abstracts only, or as only a part of a bound Descriptor) then you
must use the proximity speclffcaiion (W) feacurp decribed below.
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Use of the /DE or /ID to restrict the search to the Descriptor or
Identifier fields will retrieve any citation in which a descriptor or
identifier contains the te'lL1(s) indicated. Thus TEACHING/DE will retrieve
any citation in which a descriptor contains the word "teaching", (e.g.
TEACHING, TEACHING MACHINES, STUDENT TEACHING, TEAM TEACHING, etc.). If

a searcher wishes to retrieve only those citations with the single word
"teaching" as-the descriptor, selective retrieval may be achieved using
/DF. Selecting TEACHING/DF will retrieve only those citations which have
the single word descriptor "teaching". Similarly, for the identifier field,
S CALIFORNIA/ID will retrieve all citations with the word "California" in
an identifier (e.g. University of California, California League of Women
Voters, etc.), while S CALIFORNIA/IF will retrieve only those citations
with "California" as a single word identifier.

3. Word Proximity

In addition to regular text searching in which you look for terms that
appear anywhere in the prescribed text field, DIALOG also has the capacity
to search for terms that are located within a specified distance of each
other (e.g. within 2 words of each other). This feature can be helpful to
redu,.:e some false drops that might otherwise happen. The kind of proximity
specifications that are possible are shown below:

SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE OF RETRIEVED CITATION

SWEED(W)CONTROL -- WEED adjacent to "Weed Control Methods"
CONTROL, in this order.

S WEED(nW)CONTROL -- WEED within up to "Weed and Pest Control
n intervening WORDS of CONTROL, in Methods"
this order

SWEED(F)CONTROL -- WEED in the same FIELD "Pest Control and Weed
(data type) as wygoL, in any order and Reduction"
in any Subfie_d (e.grin different
descriptors)

SWEED(C)CONTROL -- WEED in the same CITA "How to Weed Your Library
TION as CONTROL, but in any order and Collection" by Control
in any fiPlri rtr dara typP. (analogous Data Corporation
to the AND operator)

Proximity commands should be formulated in the manner shown in the above
table. This feature only has meaning for the SELECT command. If no other
conditions are given, these proximity specifications will apply to all data
fields (title, desCriptor, corporate source, abstract, etc.). However, the
specifications can be limited to one or more specific fields if desired
(e.g. SWEED(W)CONTROL/TI). A few data fields, such as Chemical Abstracts
key word phrases, are stored without sequence information and can only be
retrieved using (F) or (C) specifications, but not using (W).

These proxi:::ity spelfications canliOt presently be used with.any truncated
words. Such use will r2su1t in a condition as noted in the example below.
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SELECTing known word phrases (e.g. SPECIAL EDUCATION) is preferable to
SELECTing and COMBINEing the separate words because it is faster. SELECTing
SPECIALMEDUCATION will retrieve all adjacent word pairs of this phrase,
including pairs from the title; descriptor, identifier, and abstract fields,
(and even from the corporate source field, if there should be a "Special
Education Group"). Here the computer must perform two retrieval operations
and a series of comparisons to determine which words are indeed adjacent.
If you wish to avoid false drops of the kind mentioned here. (i.e. "Special
Education Group" in the corporate source field), it is pca6ib1e to use the
suffix code commands to restrict the search to just those fields desired, e.g.
SPECIALMEDUCATION/DE,ID,TI.

The use of the 12 trivial terms with the proximity specifications will
result in "0" postings as these terms are not indexed in the file. For
example, each of the following SELECT statements will result in a null set
if entered as printed:

SHOOFMAND(W)MOUTH(W)DISEASE
SAMERICAN(W)SOCIETY(W)FORMMETALS
SNATIONAL(W)LIBRARY(W)OFMMEDICINE

Use of a different proximity specification is necessary to retrieve such
phrases (e.g. SHOOF(1W)MOUTH(W)DISEASE).

in summary, there are three ways to search for term phrases, as shown
below:

SELECT library science SELECT library(w)science

(works only on conti-olled (Works on all.fields. Use
vocabulary in Descriptor this whenever in doubt.)
or Identifier fields. Use
this if you want to restrict
the search to these fiel.ds.)

L. Display Set lYstOry

3

SELECT library

SELEC1 science

COMBINE

(More cumbersome and
time-consuming, and
may generate many
false drops.)

In a leng search pracess, it is sometimes possible to lose track of
what sets have been estehlished, pa7ticularly i2 there are intervening
EXPAND er citation listings on the brintout, or if you are working with
several d3t2 baJes. er f you art: using a CRT display. One way refi:esh

your memory is give a )LSPL,'Y SET HISTORY cot:nand (type DISPLAY SETS
or DS er This will cause an immediate printout ordisplay of all sets
created since your last BEGLN command, regardless of which file is being
used. (Aa END command does not. erase the sets; they continue to be stored
and can be. Used i.11 th,.! logic:11 search of the same data base.':

You mav display a DOZ.ti(.111 Of the set histey (e.g. DS21-27) to see
sets 21 through 25).
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ON-LINE EXERCISES

(ge sure to read the exercises in advance of starting the session, in order

to see what reference work should be done before coming to the terminal.)

1. Start up the terminal in the ERIC file with a :13 command. Search (both

with and without the (W) feature) for the set of citations Clat are retrieved

by each of the following term phrases:

search strategies

operations research

queuing theory

resource allocations

COMBINE in a logical OR relationship the 4 sets that correspond to the term

phrases in which the (W) feature was used. END.

2. AND the resulting set above with the ERIC Clearinghouse code for the

Clearinghouse on Information Resources. (Check the reference tools, such

as the beginning pages of a recent printed issue of RIE or CIJE, before

you go on-line, in order to determine what code to use.) Give a DISPLAY

SETS command; then END.

3. Find INFORMATION RETRIEVAL as part of either a bound Descriptor or an

Identifier. SELECT INFORMATION(W) RETRIEVAL. Then do a search on INFORMA-

TION AND RETRIEVAL. Find the set of citations that are found by INFORMATION

AND RETRIEVAL but NOT by INFORMATION (W)RETRIEVAL. END.

4. Search for the set of: citations that use the ERIC Descriptor INFORMATION

RETRIEVAL. Searth for the set of citations that use the phrase INFORMATION

RETRIEVAL in the title. Find the set of overlapping citations (i.e. citations

that use this phrase as a Descriptor and in the title). Find the sets of_non-

overlapping citations (i.e. the set that uses this phrase in the title but

not as a Descriptor; the set that uses this phrase as a Descriptor, but not

in the title). Find the set that uses this phrase either as a Descriptor or

in che title or in the abstract. Find the set that uses this phrase in the

abstract. END.

5. SELECT the terms BOOK and CATALOG under the following conditions:

.

--SELECT separately, then COMBINE in an AND relationship

--with up to 1 intervening word; i.e. (1W)

--with up to 3 intervening words; i.e. (3W)

--in the same field

--in the same cita.tion.

6. Locate any publications chat mention the meals-on-whaq program of pro-

viding food for the elderly poor. Type the first citation liformat 2 when-

ever found. LOGOFF.
,41
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OFF-LINE QUESTIONS EXERCISE #4 STUDENT NAME

1., Fill in the data in the table below:

Citation Count On-Line
Problem in Final S-t Time (hrs.)

1 (word phrases)

2 (CH, DS)

3 (set intersections)

4 (set intersections)

5 (proximity)

6 (meals on wheels)

TOTAL

2. Number of citations found in searching problem #1:

as phrase
search strategies

operations research

queuing theory

resource allocations

with (w) feature

3. In the following Venn diagrams, fill in the citation counts for problem 1/3.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL / INFORMATION (.-RETRIEVAl

(

',INFORMATION AND RETRIEVAL

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

4-6

4-7

-INFORMATION(W)RETRIEVAL



/,INFORMATION

INFORMATION AND RETRIEVAL (dashed area)

S9.N.

: 9 i
I

0
4.

RETRIEVAL

(INFORMATION AND RETRIEVAL) but
NOT (INFORMATION(W)RETRIEVAL)
(dotted area), total count:

<---INFORMATION(W)RETRIEVAL

4. In the following Venn diagrams, fill in the citation counts for problem #4.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
(as Descriptor),
total count:

-INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
(as DesCriptor) but
NOT in title (dashed area)

r

S.

-INFORMATION(W)RETRIEVAL
(in title), total count:

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
(in title) but NOT as
Descriptor (dotted area)

`' INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (as Descriptor) and
in the title

4
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;

(
. INFORMATION

RETRIEVAL
(in title)

\\*7-----INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
(as Descriptor)

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (in
any of these fields).
Total OR'd
count:

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
(in abstract)

5. In the following Venn diagram, fill in the citation counts for problem #5
(BOOK CATALOG).

in same citation, or as separate
terms ANDed together

in 'same field

with up to 3 intervening:words

with upto I interve ing
word .

. .

6. Citation number for publicatioN about meals-on-wheels:

4 (-3

4-9



SUMMARY

When in doubt, or when all else fails, you can always search term phrases
by a divide ard conquer approach (i.e, SELECT each term separately and then
AND them). However this is the least effective way to do it. The,next best
approach would be to SELECT each of the terms with an adjacency condition for
each term (e.g. SAMB); this at least saves you the trouble of keying in the
COMBINE commands. The best approach is to first of all remember which of the
data bases keep the term phrases intact, and in which data fields (generally
only in the controlled vocabulary fields), and then, if the search is to be
restricted to these fields, try to SELECT this term phrase directly; this may
require a look at the thesaurus ent,ries (off-line, or with an EXPAND), but it
is usually the fastest approach and yields fewer false drops.

As noted earlier, enlarging a given search to include more data fields
generally increases the volume of search output. Loosening the adjacency
requirement (e.g. term A within 5 terms of term B, instead of within I term)
generally increases the volume of search output.

4
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Liiiitiuus. AN INIEUbUcrION TO DE:..IJICN LOGIC ifikiLk.J. (Report)
HEDAYALI, elOHAMED M.
UNIVERSITY OF SuUTHERN CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES. SCHOOL OF

LIBRARY SLIENCL. (66B05U44).
Pub Liat: 74; 2'32.; LDRS PRICE MF-i)J./B HC-$1.5d PLUS POBTAGE.
CleaLlnghuuso bo: IROU2z71.
bescriptots: *LRANCHIN; COMPUTER PROGRAMS; *DECISION MAKING;

EXPECIANCY LIBL:.E; *LIBRARY ACUISITION; LIBRARY SCIENCE; LOGIC.;
*LOGICAL THINKING; eilOGRAhIN(;.

ILIentItieLJ: *DLCISION TAJLES.
THE USL 01 DECISION lABLLs--wHICH ARE A MEANS JF LINKING

DECISION hULt;13 riAt ACIIONL) SPLCIFIC SETS OF PRIOR CONDITIONSIN
INFORMATION SY:JFEM.) DESIGN Alqo DEVELOPMENT IS DESCRIBED. PROCEDURES
FU EPALINt LLC.1.ilON EADLE3 At0.!, PRESLNPEL TOGETH-ER wirH EXAMPLES OF
THEIR ArPLICATION IN THE CONTLXT OF LIBRARY ACUISITIONS. A.
BiBj.lCGAPli I ALLO PROVIDED. (DGC).

INDEX TERMS (COMPOSITE LIST)

acquisition (DE)
acquisitions (AB)
actions (AB)
also (AB)
angeles (CS)
application (AB)
are (AB)
bibliography (AB)
branching (DE)
california (CS)
computer (DE)
computer programs (DE)
conditions (AB)
context (AB)
decision (TI,DE,ID,AB)
decision making (DE)
decision tables (:D)
described (AB)
design (AB)
development (AB)
examples (AB)
expectancy. (DE)
expectancy tables (DE)
information (AB)
introduction (TI)
library (CS,DE,AB)
library acquisition (DE)
library science (DE)
linking (AB)
logic (TI,DE)
logical (DE)
logical thinking (DE)
los (CS)
making '(DE)

means (AB)
preparing (AB)
presented (AB)
prior (AB)
procedures (AB)
programing ()E)
programs (DE)
provided (AB)
report (TI)
rules (AB)

Figure 4-1. Example of Index

school (CS)
science (CS,DE)
sets (AB)
southern (CS)
specific (AB)
systems (AB)
tables (TI,DE,ID,AB)
their (AB)
thinking (DE)
together (AB)
university (CS)
use (AB)
which (AB)

INDEX TERMS (TITLE)

decision
introduction
logic
report
tables

INDEX TERMS (PUBLISHER)

angeles
california
library
loS

school
science
southern
university

INDEX TERMS (DESCRIPTORS)

acquisition
branching
computer
computer programs
dei:ision making
expectancy tables
library acquisition
library science
logic

Term Li-;ts Derived

5 0

logical thinking
making
programing
programs
science
tables
thinking

INDEX TERMS (IDENTIFIERS)

decision tables

INDEX TERMS (ABSTRACT)

acquisitions
actions
also
application
are
bibliography
conditions
context
decision
described
design
development
examples
information
library
linking
means
preparing
presented
prior

procedures
provided
rules
sets
specific
systems
tables
their
together
use

which
from typical ERIC Citations.



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE 115
(OUTPUT/EXPLAIN)

PERCENT OF
STUDENTS

AVERAGE TIME . 12.2 min./.203 hrs.

N = 56

12 16 20 24 (min
.20 .40 (hrs

ON-LINE TIME

OBJECTIVE: To learn to use the output commands and the tutorial features

COMMANDS AND FEATURES USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: TYPE, DISPLAY, PRINT, PRINT-,
EXPLAIN, NEWS, SCHEDULE, FILES, RATES, FIELDS

FILES USED: ERIC

BACKGROUND: Citations retrieved by an on-line search can usually be dis-
played or printed at the terminal at the operator's request. They can also
be printed off-line at the computer center in order to be mailed (the same
day or next day) to the searcher. The on-line display is useful for two
major reasons: 1) to permit immediate delivery of retrieved citations;
2) permit a review of the search results by the operator in order to modify
the search as it is being conducted.

Most systems grovide some'output options such as the output format,
amount of information to be printed With each citation, and an output
sequende. For a given system, these options may be somewhat different for
each of the data bases, because of the different data elements associated
with each data base. Off-line prints have a slower delivery time for the
user, and usually have a per citation or per page charge associated with
them. The extra charges for off-line printouts are usually intended to
recover the extra costs'to the search service (e.g. printing, packaging,
mailing) and sometimes a royalty charge levied by the data base supplier.
However, the true per citation costs associated with on-line terminal
printing are often higher than the off-line print costs, and the terminal
paper (especially t.reated papers or heat-sensitive papers) may be less con-
venient for the user. Thus there is usually a tradeoff decision between
immediate on-line printout and less expensive off-line printout of the
final citations for the users. Many searchers,use a rule of thumb of
printing all citations on-line if the total number is 10-25 or less.

For some purposes, a brief citation (e.g. author-title information
only) is an entirely satisfactory output for the user. In other instances,
a user may want to receive the full citation plus abstract and any added
index terms. The searcher may want to look at the intermediate results
of a search in order to see if the right kinds of citations are being re-
trieved, and to see what other index terms have been used with the cita-
tions. in order that other useful terms might be incorporated into the
search statement.

Calling for a display or output of citations generally does not termi
nate the search, or prohibit further modification and use of the query for-
mulation.

0 i



DIALOG INSTRUCTION:

1. Output Formats

Examples of the various output formats available for each data base
are given in the DIALOG instruction manual. A summary of the general for-
mat features as they are used with all of the data bases is given in the
table below, in order of generally increasing volume of output information.

FORMAT DATA ELEMENTS USED

1 number only
6 number + title
2 citation +.index terms
4 abstract only (for some data bases, format 4 gives a

short citation, e.g. SSCI, SCI.
5 citation + index terms + abstract
3 unformatted string

Format 1 (number only) is helpful in only a few data basea (ERIC, BIOSIS,
CA, PSYCH AB) where this number happens to correspond to theecord number
in the equivalent printed indexes (e.g. EJ- and ED- numbers for ERIC cita-
tions, CA abstract numbers for CA citations). Thus this output can be used
in conjunction with the printed issues or fiche files if desired. This is

sometimes done to minimize on-line costs. Sometimes it is helpful to print
the first (and major) fraction of output in a full format, and print the
balanze of the set in numbers only, to permit some manual.followups if more
citations are desired after reviewing the first fraction.

Format 6 is helpful if you're looking for a specific title. It can'

also be used as a quick check of whether relevant output is being retrieved.
Manual followups from the printed accession numbers cannot be made from the
numbers given from the'CAIN, SSCI, and ABI files.

Format 2 is helpful as an intermediate typed output because it provides
a list of all of the Descriptors or subject headings assigned to a citation,

and can suggest modifications to the search formulation.

Format 4 (abstract only) is a special case, useful primarily in those
instances in which'you've already printed the title or citation, and now
decide that you want an abstract, but without repeating the typing of the
citation. On SSCI and SCI data bases, Format 4 provides the full citation
excluding the author's affiliation, thus saving 1-2 lines of print-out.

Format 5 is the most useful output format for most users, providing the
maximum possible amount of output information.

Formac.: 3 is useless for searchers because it represents the original

packed.machine record.

2. On-Line Output Commands

There are twin commands that cause-a retrieved citation to be brought
back to the terminal.

5 2
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Terminals that are CRT terminals may use a DISPLAY command (type DISPLAY
r D or %) or a TYPE command, followed by a character string that identifies
the set number from which the citations are to be printed, the format of the
output, and the system-assigned serial numbers of the citations to be printed.

Terminals that are printing terminals use a TYPE command (TYPE or T or
') followed by a character string that identifies the set number from which
the citations are to be printed, the format of the output, and the system--
assigned serial numbers of the citations to be printed.

2
? TYPE 6 / 2./ 1 ---2

f
.S:1 it

The output system works with several default conditions, and will norm-
ally satisfy that default condition unless other conditions are specified by
the operator. The default conditions have been chosen by the designers to
handle the most frequent situations in order to save time and effort for
the searcher. The default conditions that apply here are:

1. A TYPE command given with'a set number and no other information, will
automatically print the first citation in that set, in format 2. (The sys-
tem automatically assigns temporary serial numbers to each citation in any
set you create.) Successive items can be printed by simply giving another
T Command. If only the set and format are given, it will automatically de-
fault into typing only the first citation of the set (e.g. TYPE6/5, will
type only .the first citation of set six in format 5). This-applies for all
formats except format 1; here the defult is the first 84 accession numbers.

2. Citations are included in each set in the sequence in which they have
been supplied by the data base supplier. Thus the first citations in any
set will usually be ,the most recently acquired citations. purthermore, in
any given set of the ERIC data base, the EJ- Citations will be listed before
the ED- citations. Similarly,.in any given set of the BIOSIS data base,
within a calendar year, citations from Biological Abstracts are displayed
before those from Bioresearch Index.

Examples of the various Ways in which the TYPE command can be stated are
given below:

COMMAND INTERPRETATION

TYPE 4 defaults to format 2, and prints 1st citation in set 4
T4 same
TYPE 4/5 format 5, print 1st citation in set 4
TYPE 4/5/1-3 format 5, print 1st three citations in.set 4
T4/6/1.710 format 6, print 1st 10 citations in set 4

An example of a terminal printouL is given below:

c.e.S.

1 tie?' ,-.17`e
E J1354 I.

The
rum be i El. I !

Sum 75
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t LULH. /
U F.11%, 1!..0

ul Et..cuce ut t 4-1; 3; '391-40:
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3. Off-Line Output Commands

Off-line printouts are obtained for any terMinal by giving a PRINT
command (type PRINT or PR or &) along with the set number, format, and

citation number information as used in the TYPE or DISPLAY command. If

a range of numbers is not given, only 50 citations will be printed with

a single command (a safety feature built in to prevent operator mistakes

from printing thousands of citations). If more than 50 citations are to

be printed off-line, they must be specifically requested by a command (e.g.

PRINT5/5/1-163).

If a PRINT command is sent, and then realized to be in error, it can
be cancelled by typing a PRINT- command (type PRINT-): :Me PRINT cancel

command can be given at any time during the terminal session, "as qong-,as

it is given before the END command. The END command (and'the implicit END

function in the BEGIN and LOGOFF commands) actually stores the PRINT re-
quests for processing in the evening when the on-line service..is_ahut down.

Each PRINT- command cancels the most recent PRINT command; to eTie the
last two PRINT commands, you must enter PRINT- twice; to erase the one
before the last PRINT command, you must enter PRINT- twice, and then retype

the correct command.

4. Output Sort Sequence

For some files, (e.g. Psych Abstracts, Foundation Grants), a sort

feature is available to be used to sort the output citations of a set into

a desired sequence before printing (usually off-line with the PRINT command).

The sets can be put into sequence according to the data in any of the fields

of a data base defined by a prefix code (e.g. AU, TI), and into either

ascending or descending sequence (use A for ascending, D for descending).

The format of the instruction consists of the PRINT command and set number,

followed by range of citation numbers from that set that are to be sorted;
this information is immediately followed bylone or more sets of search keys,

each of which show the data field that is to be used as the basis for sort-

ing, and whether the sort is to be done in ascending or descending sequence.
The-first.sort key is the major sort key, and subsequent sorting is to be

done within the structure of the main sort sequence. For example, sort'all

citations by author, and within author (for the same author) sort by title.

An example of this command is given below.

COMMAND INTERPRETATION

PRINT 5/5/1-500/AUA/TI,A

Tutorial Commands

Sort and print the first 500 citations
of set 5 in format 5 into ascending
(A-Z) order by anthor, ard within
author by titles in ascending order

If any questions are raised about the system during the searchrit is

possible to.obtain some immediate tutorial information by means of the

?EXPLAIN command (type ?EXPLAIN). Questions about specific DIALOG commands

can be asked as shown below by giving the EXPLAIN command followed by the

command of interest:



7TYPE
THE TYPE COMMAND IS ENTERED TN THE SANE
MANNER AS DISPLAY? AND IS NORMLY USEn
TO PRIN1 ACCESSION NUMBERS OF SEARCH
RESULTS AT.jHE CONSOLE, TYPE IS DONE
WITH -A FORMAT OTHER THAN 1? ONL THE
FIRST ITEM OF THE SPECIr'IED SF:T IS TYPEn
OUT, SUCCESSIVE ITEMS IN THE SET MAY PE
TYPED MERELY BY EN1 FR1NG THE TYPE rON'-
MAND.

Questions about recent changes to the system or files can be posed with
the NEWS command (type ?NEWS). This command causes a stored news message
to be sent to the terminal. This news bulletin is usually changed 'weekly
and is usually more extensive than the news given in response to a BEGIN
command. The current system operating schedule can also be retrieved by
giving a ?SCHEDULE command.

?NEWS
*DIALOG NOW HAS A PROCESSING U E T THAT

TELLS YOU DIALOG IS ;!ORING; DURING THE
EXErUTION OF A LENOTHY' COMMAND? DIALOG
SENDS OU A CUE, Et.,ERY SECONDS.
WHICH SAYS "IT'S WORINO," THE CUE MAY
CAnSE YOuR.TERMli,;AL CLICR OP THE
SPACE INDICTOR FLIC;<ER BRIEFLY?. BUT
THIS DOES NOT AFFECT YUR COMMAND O
THE SPEED OF YCAJR
* THE 1.TRING UrDATFD 6/15T
CEri4) CMA/FMA(1,
rHEMNAME31)
* DIALOG WILL NOW DE L.A. EVERY
FRIDAY AFTERNnON UN;IL F.1 TIME
* SOCIOLOGICAL BSTr; (;NL; t!s

MORE. MAf;O? r.:4TER
TFILF

CURRENTLY COVERn
* ENVIi0t /NE 4;..1NE AS rILE EOR
WIRE LNLR ?FILE-1.- LTC.
LACH OGAL:A'TTN 7::.,!POUNI WILL
Rf:cEIY!.: 1 H; JULY
IF THE EIL AHOOST?
THL 1 HR CRETT YL1_Y

TSCHFDOLL
THE DIA!

DAY 1!117

MfJ I

TUE L'''',C,Am-')T,M

WED -74'0

THU L.-11.A1%)-11.*M 7
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Information about what files are currently available can be retrieved by a
?FILES command; this displays
response to a BEGIN command.

The command ?RATES1 retrieves

about the same information as that given in

the present charging rates for the'firs': 19

v'PNISFOT57FMT2

files.

?RATES'
FILE RATE/HR

1-ERIC $ $.10 $,05
3-CHEM ABS COND $.45 $.03 $.08
4-EXCET CHILD

PREI.; $ 65 T:10 $,10
6-NTIS $ $10. $.05
7-SOC SCISEARC;4 $ 7- $.10:$.05
S-COMPENDEX $ 65 $.10 $.05
9-AIM/ARM $ 25 10 $.05
10-NAL/rAIi4. $ 25 $:05 $.05
11-PSYCHOL ABST $ 50 $.05
12713-INqPEC
14-ISMEC $ $:12
1-ABI/INFORM $ 65 $.10 1:05
16-1-PREDICA3TS $ 90 $:20 $:10
22-FIS $ 90
:7CLAIMS/CHEM $, $.10
'24-CLAIMS/OEM 10 $.0

DIRECTM;4.Y $

GPANT':; $ /.0 $,

flF: 'EMATMDEP

The command ?FILEn retrieves a brief description about any file of interest
(e.g. ?FILE22)... The command ?FIELDSn retrieves Information about the data

any file of interest (e.g. ?FIELDS10). The command ?LIMIT will
provid inc..ormation about the LIMIT command, and ?L'IMITn (e.g. ?LIMIT11)
will provide data-base specific information.

APEA CE

CON.7..FAET

CLEAS.N;24.1flu'-:::

trY.:;TITU'IL'm

15c7;UI.::

...1OUP.mAL MAME

fl

';;:

Cr7 :

Hf;
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7 ?LIMIT
THE LIMIT COMMAND ALION TNr:. NSER
LIMIT A SET ACCURDINO ANY OF SEVERAL
ATTRIBUES AS FOLLOW.:^ ACCESSION NUMBE
RANGE? DOCUMENT TYPE: MAJOR/INnR Pc)ST-
INC! AND DOCUhMENT.AVAILABILITY, CONSULT
USER MANUAL F fl rC FORMAI E' COM-

MAND.

ON-LINE EXERCISES

1. Start up the terminal with BEGIN1. Make the following information
requests:

SCHEDULE information

NEWS

RATES1

UPDATE 6

information about file 10

information about data fields in file 1

information about the LIMIT command as
used in file 1

explain the EXPLAIN command information about the LIMIT command as
used in file 5

END.

2. Do a search on the term DLALOG. Print the resulting citations from
this set on-line in the following manner:

citations in this set in print format

1st 1

2nd 2

3rd 3

4th 4

5th 5

6th 6

3. Do a search on the single terms DIALOG and ERIC, with these two terms
.

ANDed together. Send PRINT command to print the first citation of the
resulting set off-line in !ormat 5. Then cancel this PRINT command. 141c;OFF.

5-7



OFF-LINE HOMEWORK EXERCISE #5 . STUDENT NAME

1. Total terminal time required

On-line
Problem Time (hrs.)

I (Explain)

2 (formats)

3 (Print cancel)

TOTAL

2. Total number of citations indexed by DIALOG?

3. Fill in the following matrix to show what data elements were used with
each output format on Problem 2.

DATA ELEMENT

En 07 T''.! No.

author
title

journal citation
Descriptors
Identifiers
abstract

EJ- CITATIONS ED- CITATIONS
FORMAT FORMAT123436 1 2 3 4 5

4 Number of citations indexL.!d jo1ntly by DIALOG and ERIC?

5. Wclt ,.! the comw:ind thot woulJ be keyboarded to cause the off-line
.

printin4 of 135 HRIC ciLati.ons from ,E.t 15 in format 5.

5 8



6. For the ERIC date base, the DIALOG connect charge is the rate shown in
your ?RATES search, and the telephone line charges are an additional $7/hr.
The printing terminals that operate at 30 characters per second, will print
the ERIC records on-line in format 5 at an average rate of about 80 citations
per hour. The off-line print charge for ERIC citations in format 5 is the
rate given in response to your ?RATES search.

What is the estimated extra cost per citation to print on-line instead
of off-line? Show your work.

SUMMARY

It is always best to- be prepared before going on-line, but in the event
that you find yourself in the middle of a search and you need some reminders
or specific information about the system or the data bases, the EXPLAIN com-
mands permit you to immediately obtain this information on-line. This same
feature also enables you to obtain the most up-to date information about
topics that might be time-sensitive (e.g. schedules, file presently nwq1-

. able).

The output commands provide several options regarding the amount of in-
formation to be provided by the system, These commands and formats are very
data base specific because of the differences in data elements used with
each data base, hence you need to become especially familiar with these fea-
tures for the data bases that are of particular interest to you. Remember
that the more complete printouts generally cost you more than the abbreviated
printouts, regardless of whether you get them on-line-or off-line. So clon't

requeSt citations that are more complete than you need for the application
in hand.

D:)



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #6
(SEARCH SAVE)

PERCENT OF
STUDENTS

AVERAGE TIME = 18.5 min./.308 h:
N = 55

OBJECTIVE: To learn to use the SEARCH SAVE feature.

12 18 24 30 36 (min.
0 .20 .40 .60 (hrs.

ONLINE TIME

COMMANDS USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: All the commands related to the SEARCH
SAVE feature (ENDAAVE, .RECALL, .EXECUTE, .EXECUTEn, .RELEASE);,

FILES USED: EF:.,C

BACKGROUND: In any search service environment there will be instances in
which a given search formulation will need to be run more than once. The
original requestor may want the search repeated a,.1 a later date, or perhaps
a particular aspect of a search, once developed, will have reason to be
used again at some time in the future. Examples of such situations are
ERIC searches that are directed at specific .student ages or school grade
levels,:SIOSIS searches that are directed at specific groups of plants or
animals, CA searches that are directed at certain claes of chemical
compcunds, and CAIN searches with repeated emphasis on specific crops or
pests. This same situation occurs when an online system is used period
ically with update'files and the same search formulation in order to achieve
the equivalence of an SDI profile.

For the above-situations it is very convenient if a seareher does not
haVe to: (a) repeat the i.tellectual effort of building up the term list
thac represents a given con'cept (e.g. the 10 or more search terms that build
up :4 word picture of elementary education); or b) repeat the keyboarding
and -.1ther data entry work to get the term list into a machine langdage form.
Tbe first concern could be handled by keeping a looseleaf binder or other
manual record for reference purposes (and maybe even by distributing col
lectiom; of su,..-11 f(\rmulalons fr other searoher3 to use) . Both concerns
an be handled bv providing a 1,!eans to store sdch formulations in tLe com,--
puter when first generaLed, and keeping them there for later referenc, and
use when needed. lhls apprQa;7..h is used la several systems; for example in
DIALOG it is the SEARCH SAVE feature, in MEDLINE it is the STORESEARCH
feature and in al! SDT sv,,:tems this function is central.

An important ._se of st-ed selch formulaion is for thoseiinstances
in which the 6,ame ',.2-1;-ch formulation Ls 1:c- Le used against several data
bases3, and wheYv the n.-.-1.He sysm maintains separate (not mered)
for eL4ch After being used with one data base, the formulation
can he stored ond titen immediatly al1d back again as soon the new
file has h&i -a lled up. There. Are format and .otner proo1euc tsscciited
with the use of :luttiple data basos, and this should be considered when
ma'elng a stored ,!,!arl, ::or use with mul,j.pleFile. Ths Ls discused
Iurther in Exercise

6 0



Several other situations occur in which it is also convenient to
store away a search formulation. In an instance in which a lot of time
has been spent on-line in the formulation of a search, and the searcher
finds that the system is scheduled to go (Jowt ,. in the next few minutes
before the search can be completed, the searcher would like to be able
to store all of the work from that session and be able to call it up and
continue with it at the next on-line session. Similarly, if a searcher
has developed a long and copplcx formulation, but is not sure about the
final steps, and would like an opportunity to think about it off-line, it
is helpful to be able to store all of that work, while the searcher reviews
the terminal printout off-line and thinks through the next sequence of
steps. In both of these situations, something like the DIALOG SEARCH SAVE
feature provides a convenient way to get some temporary storage and save
a re-work or re-keying effort. However, in order for this feature to be
used effectively in DIALOG, the search formulations must incorporate a
final COMBINE statement, and perhaps several intermediate COMBINE statements
at appropriate points in the formulation (because as described later, the
.EXECUTE command only returns a single set).

Another reason for a SEARCH SAVE feature, but one that is specific to
the DIALOG system, is to make better uSe of temporary fstorage space assigned
by DIALOG to each searcher for storage of all of the defined sets. Some
search formulations will require more temporary work apace than is avail-
able (e.g. when ORing several large sets). The SEARCH SAVE feature returns
only the final set of the formulation, but not the intermediate sets; thus
it is helpful in those instances in which you must circumvent the possibil-
ities of disk overflow problems.

In order to protect the privacy rights of the searcher, the stored
search in many systems can be recalled for viewing or use only from the
terminal from which it was or:.ginally entered, or by use of the same pass-
word that was used when the formulation was first saved. Some systems
levy a separate charge on any computer-s.tored searches in order to compen-
sate for their continuing storage cost.

IIALOG INSTRUCTION:

1. Save the Search :-)t-mulation

The summary characeristics of the SEARCH SAVE feature are that when
an END/SAVE command is given (type END/SAVE or =/SAVE), the system stores
for future use the entire list of commands given since the last BEGIN
command. The system assigns a serial identification number to this
formulation which is sent back to the terminal at this time for use
in recalling the same search seluence at a later date. You must make
a permanent note of this serial number when it is first received because
it will not appear on any subsequent off-line printouts or any other
terminal displays.

61
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An example of the creation of a stored search is given below, and in
the appended pages of examples:

EGIN1 14
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Note that he re the adjacency (word proximity) feature has been used for
selecting terms. This ensures that descriptor phrases from one data base
will be found even if another data base has these phrax only iri;;,.titles or
other full-text-indexed lelds.

If a saved sequence is planned for one data base only, use of bound
descriptors (e.g. SELECT SECONDARY ET.:CATION) is much more economical in
processing time (unless you also want to search the title and abStract
fields).

2. Exe,cute the Saved Search Formulation

A si.1 rcher may later execute the saved search formulation by using the
.EXECCTEn col=inJ (where n is the 3-character serial number). The inter-
mediate steps wl be pr inter.: out as :,:hown be low, to verify that the search
is being executed and also to al low determination of caus.!;..>,,.if the search
resu I.t
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late 7a k"-Z c" e 3 f_v:
exECUTE AU9 /

/

a_AkCH SAVE--.CHICANOS
46 Mrx1CAN(W)AMERICAN
55 MEXICAN(W)AMLRICANS
25 SPANISH(W)SPEAKINC,
1 :;PANI(3H(W)f.AJRNAVIL

0 SPANISH(W)UkNATIFS
12 CH1CAN?

132 RAZA'1.'

9 ,BARNII.P.'

3 BRACERO?
253 2-10/OR

253 SERIAL# nu9
,27.17e9 ..ee7V-164.

The .EXECUTEn command by itself, as shown above, executes all steps
of the saved search but will only return the resUlts of the last set in the

saved search. Consequently, the last set of your saved search should in-
clude a COMBINE command that pulls together the results of all of the actions
called for in the stored search.

Note that the saved search includes everything from Set 1 to the set
before the END/SAVE command. It is not possible to save only a portion

of the sets you have created. Thus while it is true,that you could save
a search sequence as the thought occurred to you during any search, it
would usually be a neater and more tailored effort if you planned it ahead
of time so that the sets would include only the terms and commands that
you really wanted to save. (Any extra EXPAND, TYPE, DISPLAY, EXPLAIN,
PRINT, trial combinations or other commands not essential to the saved
search would have an associated monthly storage cost and would clutter
and slow down the subsequent playback whenever the search formulation was
recalled).

The saved search can be modified only by redoing the search sequence
(i.e., keying in the individual SELECT and COMBINE commands all pver again).
For this reason it is usually more convenient for the searcher 4 the saved

.

searches are reEtricted to modular building blocks that can be combined
together as needed, instead of representing multiple concepts. It is simple
enough to. AND the results of several saved searches in order to create a
multiple-concept search formulation.

6-4
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3. Recall the Search Formulation

At any later date, the search formulatien can be recalled with the
.RECALL command (type .RECALLn, where n is the 3-character serial number).
This command recalls the search formulation from storage, makes it available
for use, and starts listing it at the terminal. (The listing can be in-
terrupted with a BREAK if desired to save time. The search formulation
can be used without being fully printed.)

An example of a recalled search is given in the appended pages of
samples. Notice that the recalled search formulation does not include
the posting figures for the individual sets.

Use of a recalled formulation can be initiated, but in a rather cum-
bersome way, by giving the .EXECUTE command (type .EXECUTE). There must
be no intervening EXPAND command between the .RECALL and .EXECUTE. Once
again, this command collects all of the citation postings associated with
the sets in the search formulation, executes all of the commadds stored in
the search (except for all the non-set producing commaads such as EXPAND,
PRINT, TYPE, DISPLAY, and erroneous commands which are all ignored), and
creates a new set corresponding to the last set in the saved sequence.

4. Release the Search Formulation

When it is no longer worthwhile to keep the search'stored in the com-
puter system, it should be erased by giving the .RELEASE command (type
.RELEASE). This command causes the search last recalled at that terminal
session to be released; for this reason, the search has to be called up
for review before it can be released. There can be no intervening EXPAND
steps between .RECALL and .RELEASE. An illustration of this release
process is given inthe example below:

I.

se'.1r, r st=e4:

;ern,

:P1H.

5. Additional. Comments

......

The SEARCU SAVE feature is very helpful when running the same search
against severaldifferent data bases. In 'that situation, you should save
the search at the time it Is created for use on the first file, and then
recall and execute it after the file is changed. This should be considered
again when working with multiple files in Exercise 8.

)
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Some suggested practices with the SEARCH SAVE feature are:

1. Plan the search formulation carefully before going on-line.

2. Keep the search formulations restricted to basic modular concepts (e.g.,
age groups); this usually amounts to less than 20 lines.

3. pive a BEGIN command before starting the search save formulation, in
order to start the sets numbering from one.

4. Label your individual search formulations to help their later identi-
fication and use; you can do this by SELECTing a multi-word label of
your own choice.

5. If you plan to use the saved sequence on different files, use the
adjacency feature (W) instead of spaces between words for multiple-
word entries (bound terms); thiS is because of the variant word-
handling practices seen as you shift between different files.

6. Do not use E- or R- numbers in the saved search because they are only
temporarily affiliated with the terms in the index. As more terms are
added to the file,-a term that has E7 on an EXPAND today, may no longer
be E7 after the next file update. The terms corresponding to an E
number will almost certainly be different when changing files. It is

better to use the terms themselves,

7. Do not include EXPAND or TYPE or other non-set producing commands in a
search which is to be saved.

ON-LINE EXERCISE

Before coming to the laboratory session, the student should prepare a
search formulation that will represent any one of the following generA no-

tions. Use should be made of the thesauri, word frequency lists, and other
analyst support tools available for the ERIC data base. Keep the formula-

tions to a total of 10 terms:

pre-school education

elementary education (K-8)

colleges and universities

information industry'

handicapped or disadvantaged
library users

non-print media

library technical processing

library networks

library automation

ethnic minorities

pre-adult age level special libraries

counseling

6 :5
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Alternate methods of recalling a saved search.
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1. Start up the terminal in the-ERIC file in the fastest possible way.
Enter the search formulation that you have prepared for one of the above
concepts. Make sure that your first set includes a gcod label for this
search, and your last set includes a COMBINE operation that summarizes the
action'oalled for in all the prior sets. Give an END/SAVE command. Type
one citation from this search in format 2. LOGOFF.

2. Use the terminal in an SDI mode by using your stored search with the
most recent update to the ERIC file. Do this by reconnecting to the ERIC
file, and giving a SELECT UD=9999 command (this creates a set that consists
of all of the citations in the latest ERIC tape). END. Execute your saved
search with a .EXECUTEn command. END. Combine the results of the two sets.
Type one citation from the final set in format 2. . LOGOFF.

3. Reconnect to the ERIC file in the fastest possible way. SELECT the
term EVALUATION as a title or Descriptor term. Call up your saved search.
END. Execute it with an .EXECUTE command. END. AND iE with the EVALUA-
TION set. Type one citation from this set in format 2. LOGOFF.

4. Reconnect to the ERIC file in the fastest possible way. Give a .RELEASE
command. Call up your stored search, followed -by another .RELEASE command.
Try to call up your search again. LOGOFF.

Web



OFF-LINE QUESTIONS EXERCISE #6 STUDENT NAME

1. Terminal time required

Problem On-Line Time (hrs.)
-

I (construct search formulation)

2 (SDI search)

a) SELECT update

b)EXECUTEn

c) COMBINE and TYPE

(call up and EXECUTE search)

a) SELECT and recall

b),.EXECUTE

c) COMBINE and TYPE

4 (release search)

TOTAL TIME:

2. What is the difference in terminal time between

a) Problem #1 (construct the serch formulation) and Problem #2b
(execute this formulation)?

b) Problem 1/1 (construct the search formulation) and.Probem 113b.
(execute this formulation)?

c) What implications do these results ha-e for cost ct tarching?

3. Annotate your citation from problem #1 to show why it was retrieved.

4 a Annotate your citation from problem #2 to show why it was retrieved.
What was the publication date of this citation?

6-8
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S. Now compute the annual cost of an SDI. search on your topic in problem #2
if ydu were to store this search sequence and run it each.month for a year.
There are three different .costs involved: a) data base connect time, including
comAunications costs (use the present ERIC commercial rate, plus $10/hr. cum-
munications), b) storage costs (10c per line per month), c) printout costs
(10c per citation). With your t.iming and yield information (but average no
more than 40 citations per month), what would it cost you annually-to obtain
monthly SDI service in this manner?

6. Annotate your citation from problem 113 to show why it was retrieved.

7. in problem 14, why didn't the first RELEASE command wor? What is
your verification that your stored search was released?

SUMMARY

You have now learned how to store a search formulation away for later
use. The way in which this feature is usually of most help is in searching
multiple files with the sam, search formulation, Ltrticularly when the for-
mulation consists of more than 4 or 5 statements. Cho extra effort neces-.
sary to do the search save gnerally makes it uneconomicaL to use for simple
searches (e.g. a.-.hor earch or -;in.gle term search formulations)..

cmse of the variations in indexing languages and .procedures u!-;ed by
different data bases, statements in tl:v formulated searches must be compati-
ble with all the files to be searched . li,,cmso of the changing nature of
the indexes, EXI2M statements shouH uo: included in a search save,

When e.iultiple files are to be searched, if is usfw1.1v cheaper to formu-
late and execute the search on the least expensive file 'first, and then use

..:earcb on the mor4, tiles.



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #7

AVERAGE TIME = 25.4 min./.42.3 cs.

N =- 29
5

-4

PERCENT OF 30
STUDENTS 2

10
(LIMIT) 0

6 12 18 24 30 '36 42 (min.i
.20 .40 (hrs.-)

ON-LINE TIME

OBJECTIVE: To learn to use the LIMIT feature

CMIANDS AND FEATURES USED FOR THE FIRS": TIME: LIMIT

FILES USED: ERIC, CAIN

BACKGROUND

All current search systems proviii a means to limit the search output
by such parameters as publication date or accession numbers. Sometims
these restrictions can be incorporated as part of the regular search.logic,
and sometimes one or more special function cohmands are used to achieve the
same objective.

)mit commands are often held for optional use as one of the last
steps iL vi -!=arch formulation, to provide a final zrimming if the output
set from sut-ject searching, is otherwise too large.

DIALOG INSTRUCTION

The LIMIT command (type LIMIT or L or )) is much more complex than ti.m
other DIALOG commands because its function and results are different for
each data,base, You really have to lern this command im the context of
the data base you,are working wlth. Volume 2 of the DIALOG manual provides
this information for each data hase. The description provided in this
exercise all rel2tes to the ERIC data base. Further details about the
L'MIT operation in the ERIC and other files arf: given in Appendices E and F.
Mcce spec'.fic data on LIMITS for a given data base can be obtained on-line
with the ?LIMITn instruction.

The LIMIT command.is aly.,.; applied to a previously established set.
It tries to live up to its :abel, and truly limit tne size mf'the set of
citations that have already been retrieved, It takes an existing set and
attempts to reduce it by-app.lying special criteria, thus creating a new set.
It is specified by typing LIMIT followed by the set mimber/ criterion.

For ERIC, the LIMIT command can be used in the ways described in the
f,ilowing sections.

1. Limit F,ets to Specified ED- or EJ- Accession Number Ranges

All of the material processed into t EPIC rlystem is asz:igne6 a Ferial
accession numl,er :is it is pror.essed tAat system. Because che cystem



has been operating for about 10 yewus,this accession number range corre-
sponds roughly with the ti publ!cations. The low numbers were
assigned to :-,b1ication3 in 1960's, und the highest numbers are being
assigned to Lurrent acquisitions. Thus a search or limit by accession
number is roughly cmpar:inl.::. to a limit by publication date. We resort tb
this approximation bucan3e there is no echanism in the DIALOG system to do
a literal search on publication data t.b. the ERIC data base.

The current equivalence table for ER1C accession dates am', numbers
can be obtained by' using the EXPLAIN command as shown below. ?YEARS
command only works for the ERIC file.

-? ?YEARS1
YEARLY ACCESSION
YR ED4'S

PRE-66. 002747-00360/E
1966 010000-010093/Fp
1967 010094012348%Fn
1968 012349-021151/ED
196? 02112-031604/FD
1970 0:;1605-0420A0/ED
1971 042061-0'14390/ED
1972 074391-066620/Ep
1973 066621-080787/Ep

08078B-0922;3/ED
1973 0971254-11094/ED

RAN'.OEc; FO FILE 1

EJ4'S

000001-011707/EJ
011/0-027599/E..1
027600-04:5271/E-I
0452"7?-06271/E1
0627T2-082164/EJ
0%-3216-101872/EJ
10173-121926/EJ

Similar accession number data for the ERIC and other files is given in
Appendices E and P. Accession number ranges may be found for the most
recent years in some files by using the ?LIMITn command.

As noted above, there is an overlap' in the ERIC numbering sequence for
the ED- and EJ- citations. With this overlap; the LIMIT command can be
used in either of two ways:

.._.

a) Use one accession number and have it apply to both types of ci-
tations, resulting in some mismatch of accession dates. The following ex-
ample is using an EJ accession number that corresponds to 1970+ EJ acces-
sions, but will also retrieve ED accessions from mid-1967+.

? SCATALOG
10 97.:1 CATALnO

LIMITIO/011708-9799
11

b) .Apply the corresponding accession numbers separately to_the ED
and EJ citations. That is, annotate the numOer range in the LIMIT cand
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to show that it applies to the ED- or EJ- citations. Then the separate
LIMIT operations for a given'accesSion date could be ORed together. The
following example is limiting to 1970+ accessions.

? LIMIT10/011700-29292
13 103 10/01170S-99999/EJ

? LIMIT10/03160-229922/ED
14 677 10%0316n-292229;ED

? C 13 OR 14.
71'30 13

Note that to bring the date range up to the present the upper.bound
'number can be represented by all nines instead of being an exact current
number. This is faster and easier to remember.

2. L.Jait Sets to Accession Date

With the ERIC file it is possible to directly SELECT citations with
a given year of accession into the ERIC system. This is directly equiva-
lent tb using the LIMIT command with the ED or EJ.number ranges. This
approach has the advantage of being more direct for the operator, but
generally takes more on-line time, and fills up the working stOrage with
large sets if several years are involved. An example of this approach to
SELECTing those publications received by ERIC sinae 1970 is shown below.

? BEGIN1;EYR-60
21e..1e76

$2.91 0.124
File01:FRII: FULL

It.te

274.? Ut,--7103
Hu.!, J1e1
.TXT

Hui?

Rer ii RT
El 3313
E2
E3 32:2
E4 1

E5 :954
Eó
E7 94
ES YR-6? :.220
E9 88:13
F10 YR-62
Ell 2634S
E12 '30002
El7 29709
F14 335/9
F15 YR-74 34173
El6 72120
El% YP--.76-- 25d
?

? END
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3. 1.1n1l_sff.Lia_lyR2_21_Zublication

Some files have asta.fiehls that inclucle an indication of the type of
publication that is caed (e.g. patent, book). It is possible to use this
information in some files to restrict the search output to citations of a
certain form of lublication. For some files (e.g. ERIC, CAC) this is done
with a LIMIT command, and for other files (e.g.. SSCI, CAIN) this is done
by using the SELECT command in conjunctiou with a table of document types
or Descriptors. The approach and commands used with ,ac.11 of several files
is summarized in Appendices E and F, and the tables of document type codes
or descriptors for several files are summarized in Appendix D.

In the ERIC system, all journal articles are assigned an EJ number,
and all other types of publications (reports, dissertations, etc.) are
assigned an ED number. This inherent distinction between the types of
publications can be realized with the LIMIT command in the ERIC data base
simply by giving the'prefix letters after the set number as shown in the

example below.

COMMAND INTERPRETATION
LIMIT 7/ED limit the citations of set 7 to only those citations with ED numbers

LIMIT 2/EJ limit the citftrps of set 2 to only those citations with EJ numbers

4. *Limit Sets to Available Publications

The. ERIC system has as one of its components a major document repro-
duction facility, the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS), which

.

provides on-demand copies of most of the reports covered in Research in

Education (RIE). An indiracion of the extent of.this service is the fact
that it presently distributes over 5 million microfiche per year. It is a
majOr component of the ERIC system, and the availability of its service is
noted in the data element for EDRS price for each publication covered in
RIE. That is, each RIE citation has a notation regarding the availability
of reproductions from EDRS. Most publications are available from EDRS, how-
ever about 5% of the items covered are not available because of such reasons
as copyright coverage or a poor original for reproduction.

The LIMIT command can be used to restrict a set to only those publica-
tions for which copies can be obtainod from EDRS. This is done simply by

using either of the two designations illustrated below.

CCMAND INTERPRETATION

LIMIT z4AVAIL limit the citations of set 4 to only those publioations available
from EDRS

LLMIT2/UNAVAIL limit the citations ofset 2 to only .those publications that are
unavailable from r7)RS

5. Limit Sets to Lanuav,e

Some files have data fields that include an inda.ation of the language.

'of publication. It is possible to use this information to restrict the
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search output to just those citations that are in the language of inter
est. For some files (e.g. CAC, SSCI, CAIN) this is done with a LIMIT
command that easily restricts the output to English language citations.
In other files (e.g. APA, INSPEC) languages are specified with a SELECT
command using language,codes or names (e.g. LA = FREN, LA = French).
Some files permit language to be specified by either a LIMIT or SELECT
command. The approaches and commands used with several of the files are
given in Appendices E and F, and the language codes for several files are
summarized in Appendix C.

6. Limit Sets to Major Descriptors or Identifiers

a) By Use of LIMIT Command

Many Desáriptors and Identifiers are assigned to each publication
entered into the ERIC system. (There is an average of 10.46 Descriptors per
RIE accession and 6.88 Descriptors per CIJE accession. There is,an average
of 1.75 Identifiers per RIE accession and 1.37 Identifiers per CIJE accession.)
In order to keep the printing costs and publication size down to a manageable
figure, only a few Descriptors or Identifiers for any citation are ever used
in the printed indexes. In order,to facilitate the identification of which
of the several assigned terms are to be used for the printed index, the indexer
annotates the Descriptors or Identifiers that represent the major topic for
that particular citation. In the DIALOG system and ERIC data base, the
annotation is done with an asterisk that prece,jes the index term as shown
by the example below.

FJ -; 4 6 4 1

C - 611 k. j. V J. 1.. ! :.!! I.. ! ! T ! L !

!..! 1 F"..1,"/ .!. r 7-4 .1.

!...,.511..itt.fr3%-.it... t!.n...*:1.1?!:-S ; 4 ; "-;7 ,

1.. 11.! ./
r? 1 4' T. h.::f,.; t. / I. I 1.,

r ) ./ I f' , II

. /&r,./.4; /M.ToR ),1371%.

Of ....o.yrse. any Descriptor could be used a3 a major term for one citation;
and as a minor term for another citation. The objective of this. LIMIT com
mand is to rescrict the set to those citations in wIliCh the seatch term
(Descriptor identifier) was used as a major term, as Fvi'Hlnced by the
fact that ft was used as an access point in the printed index.

An illustration of the use of this LIMIT command to restrict the set to
major terms is given in the example below.

,?ce,e/ .

,/,
-

T ..e /7;

7-5
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Remember that because of the way in which the Major/Minor designations are
first made in the data bases, this limitation can only be made to those
files (e.g. ERIC, NTIS, COMPENDEX) that make such distinctions at the time

of data input.

A LIMIT to minor terms is also possible (e.g. LIMIT 5/MIN) but this
has limited use (e.g. to find citations not otherwise found by a manual
search in the printed indexes).

The LIMITn/MAJ is usually used on the most important facet of the

search and then combined with other facets. If a set being limited is
already the result of a logical operation, it will require that all facets
of the search -latisfy the major requirement (and this may be far more

limiting than is desired).

In LIMITing to /MAJ, it is only possible to LIMIT those search terms

that have a major or minor attribute. To the DIALOG system, any accession
number that has been retrieved by a YR= command does not carry an indica

tion of major or minor. Therefore, if you AND this set with other.search
term(s), the resulting 'combined set does not carry the indication of major

or minor and it will result in "0" citations.

b) By Use of Suffix Codes

Major terms can also be retrieved directly by using a SELECT command
with /DE*, !ID*, /DF*, or /IF* suffixes as shown in the example below.

SLANGUAGE ARTS/DE
1 1996 LANGUAGE ARTS/DE

SLANGUAGE ARTS/DE*
2 949 LANGUAGE ARTS/DE*

This has the same effect as a LIMIT command and may actually be easier and
more straightforward to use.

The /DE*, /ID*, /DF*, or /IF* must be used with the SELECT, not with

the LIMIT command. The use of `-le suffixes in a form such as LIMIT 7/DE*

will not work,

7. Combinations of LIMITS

It is possible to apply sequential limiting operations to a given set,
applying each successive LIMIT to the result of the preCeding LIMIT. This

generally reduces the sec size rather quickly.

It is also possible ro consolidate several LIMIT restrictions illtn a
single command as shown by the examples below:

? LIZ1T

7 . LIM1

7 ki



The succession of stacked limits must be in the order indicated in the above
example. Some elements may be omitted, but the order must remain the same.

8. The LIMITALL command

When special limits are decided on in advauLe of the search a LIMITALL
(LIMITALL.or LALL or )ALL) command may be used. Unlike the LIMIT command,
the LIMITALL command is used at the beginning of a search. It restricts all
subsequent commands according to the criterion given (e.g. by accession
number range, by sub-file, etc.). Note that the LIMITALL command does
not operate on the MAJOR or MINOR attributes.

In ERIC, the LIMITALL_command can be used to restrict subsequent
commands by accession.number range or by the part 'of the ERIC file being
accessed (e.g. /ED or /EJ) as shown below.

?

LIMIT ALL ALL/t.:.:3;:..7M3-99999
? SREADINU

6 74? REA7.11)

? LIMITALL/E7J
LI1T ALL ALL7LT:;

SLIBRARY.IF'..CIRI:ULATInN
2Q-:

Multiple criteria can be used, e.g. LIMITALL/NNNNNN-MMMMMM/ED.

LYMIT
13EDUfl.ATION

E1U:2.A71nP

1,IMITLL command is cancelled by using the LIMITALL/ALL command.
Use of a rew LIMITALL command will override the previous LIMITALL command.
A LIM1TALL command will also be cancelled by a BEGINn command. Note: A
file change using the .FILEn command (described in Exercise 18).does not
cancel an existing LIMITALL command. In this situation it is important to
cancel the LIMITALL command when it is no longer needed.

r 1 1 /c)1...

I ; 1'1 t".'t I I r,,1 !

7 7
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ON-LINE EXERCISE

1. Start up the terminal with :73 command. Command an'explanation of the
LIMIT command fcr File 1. -Men command an explanation of the YEARS for
file 1. Build a set that combines the two concepts (TEACHER or TEACHERS)
and (UNION or UNIONS or COLLECTIVE BARGAINING or STRIKES), restricting your
search to just those terms. You can use truncation searching if you wish.,

but do not EXPAND any terms. Consider the resulting set to be the gross

output. Then apply each of the following LIMITS on that same gross output:
Ir
';

LIMIT output to citatlons processed by ERIC in 1970 or later
LIMIT output primarily to reports
LIMIT output to those retrieved with Major Descriptors oi Identifiers
LIMIT output to publications available from ERIC

END.

2. DISPLAY SETS. Starting with the first LIMITed output prepared in
Problem 1 above (i.e. the set corresponding to 1970+ citations),
successively limit this output to:

reports
and then to: J1

those with Major Descriptors r Identifiers

and then to:
those available from ERIC.

END.

3. DISPLAY SETS. Using your set that corresponds to TEACHER or TEACHERS,
TYPE one citation from this set in format 5. Then LIMIT the set to those
citations that used those two terms (TEACHER or TEACHERS) as all or part of
a Major Descriptor or Identifier. TYPE one citation from this LIMITed set

in format 2. END.

4. Using your set that corresponds to UNION or UNIONS or COLLECTIVE BAR-
GAINING or STRIKES, TYPE one citation from this-Set in format 5. Then

LIMIT this set to those publications that are available from ERIC. TYPE

one citation from this set in format 2, Then use this LIMITed set with a
SELECT YR= command to construct a set that corresponds to publications pro-
cessed by ERIC in 1975. TYPE one citation from this set in format 2. END.

5. Using the CAIN data base, search for the citations that are indexed by the

term FUNGICIDES. Restrict these citations to French and German language biblio-

graphies. Print on-line the first two citations of this final set in format 5.

LOGOFF.

7
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OFF-LINE HOMEWORK EXERCISE .#7 STUDENT NAME

1. Terminal time required
On-line

Problem Time (hrs.)

-)

1 (separate limits)

2 (successive limits)

3 (MAJ limit)

4 (ERIC AVAIL limit)

5 CAIN foreign
reviews

TOTAL

Total citation counts and LIMIT reductions:

PROBLEM #1 (Separate Limits)
Set No. of Citations Percent of Gross Output

gross output 100

gross (LIMIT to post-1970 ERIC)

gross (LIMIT to reports)

gross (LIMIT major)

gross (LIMIT to ERIC AVAIL)

PROBLEM #2 (Successive Limits)
Set No. of Citations Percent of Gross Output

gross output 100

gross (LIMIT to post-1970 ERIC)

gross (LIMIT to reports)

gross (LIMIT major)

gross (LIMIT TO ERIC AVAIL)

3. Annotate your typed citations of Problem #3 to show proof that the
LIMIT MAJOR command worked.

4. Annotate your typed citations of Problem #4 to show proof that your

411 LIMIT ERIC AVAIL and SELECT YR= commands Worked.

5. Annotate your typed citation of Problem 1/5 to show that your langui
and publication type restrictions worked.

i-9
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SUMMARY

After, or in addition to doing the subject search, the LIMIT command
can be used for fine tuning or further trimming of the output on the basis
of non-subject parameters (e.g. language, date). This gives another in-
dependent degree of freedom for the searcher. If the subject search yield
is small, there is little point in taking the extra effort to impose the
LIMIT conditions; but if the yield is large, then the LIMIT command is an
extremely effective way to trim the subjedt search output to a more manage-

able and desired product.

Unfortunately, the LIMIT features vary significantly from file to file.
Features available on one file (e,g. language identifications) are not
necessarily available on other files. Because the LIMIT features are so
data base specific, you really need to concentrate on the details of the
data bases of particular interest to you, and make use of the reference
tables to help with the other files.



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #8
(MULTIPLE FILES)

AVERAGE TIME = 64.6 min./1.076 hrs
1 = 29

30

PERCENT OF
STUDENTS 20

OBJECTIVE: To learn to work with multiple files...

COMMANDS USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: FILEn

FILES USED: ERIC, CAIN, NTIS

BACKGROUND

10

0

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 (mir
.50 1.0 1.5 (hr:

ON-LINE TIME

One of the most important features of the major on-line services is
the searchers' access tcl many different files, and the capacity to easily
use the same search formulation for several different files that may.be
relevant to the Search topic.

Working with a system that has multiple files poses some special prob-
lems for the searcher; problems that are not encountered or not obvious
when.working with a single-file systeM. Search formulations must take into
account the availability or unavailability of the various data elements in
the various files, as well as their definitions and labels (codes) as used
in the search system. Search formulations that work in one file may be
inappropriate for use with another file because the data elements or their
equivalents are not there (e.g. the BIOSIS taxonomic code has no equivalent
in CAIN).

:The handling of author names is a particularly frustrating exercise
becaus of the variant practices of the data base-suppliers. Some suppliers
include the full first name while oth^rs abbreviate- it. Spacing conventions
are different,. and Until 1975, one data base even truacated the author:s
last name to 8 characters. An illustration of these widely varying practices
is given by the examples in Figure 8-1, with. EXPAND commands given in several
files for the same author.

Aside from possibly doing a time-consuming EXPAND for each file, the
simplest practical way to handle an author search in multiple filu, is to
SELECT,the last name and first initial with a truncation mark at the end of
it. This might cause a faise drop problem with the Smiths, but would prob-
ably be quite all right for the more unique names.

Searching with multivle data bases is a very fast way for tL searcher
to be introduced to the differenes, idiosyncracies, and inconsiszencies of
the various files. The searcher will also fthd that the search system it-
self may be iriconsistenl: ri the way in which it treats each the data

8
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DIALOG INSTRUCTION

1. Startup

Remember that when starting up the terminal, the system automatically
places the searcher in the pre-determined default file for that terminal.
In the event that you want to start up the terminal and immediately start
searching on a file other than your default file, you can do this by giving
a BEGIN command followed immediately by the file number for the data base
of interest (type BEGINn or in).

IENTER,-)MOR DIALOG PASSWORD
imimmum RECONNECT FIClei 13:33:05

BEGIN 4
11nov76. 13:33:41. User6065

$0.28 0.011Hours in Filel
File04:CEC, NOV 76
Set Items TescriPtion (+OR;*=AND;-=NOT)

? S APHASIA FOR MRJ
1 0 APHASIA FOR MRJ

This will place you immediately in file n, and,is the fastest way to ini-
tialize if the printout identification iS not important. As a matter of
fact you.could even.use.BEGINn for all starts,-and-never-bother with.BEGIN -
BYPASS. For minimal printbut identification, you sflould SELECT your name
and the requestor's name or a search title and name of requestor as a
comment in the first set.

2. File Change

If you are already working in a file, and wish to switch to another
file, this can be done by simply giving a file change command (type .FILEn)
with the number of the file desired. The file change does not reset the
search history, but sets created on a previous file are not active after a
file change. Therefore you should finish up with one file, including all
TYPE, PRINT, or DISPLAY cOmmands, before you switch files.

An example of a file establishment and switch is shown below:

T ,FILE 9
.FILE- 9

11nov76 13:36:0'2 User606

$1.03 0..041 Hnur dn
1)1M X AVM AUG /6

?

A better way to switch files (except for the special case of the CAC and
CASIA files) is the use the BEGINn command because this takes the same
amount of time as a .FILEn, but starts new set numbers.

8-2 8 2



Timing information is always given back with a file change. When
switching between files, the searcher should remember that some of the

,DIAT!.:G coding conventions are different for different files (e.g. journal
source is represented in some files by JN=, in others by JO=, and in still
others by the Coden CO=). Remember also that the files have differing
practices on some data elements (e.g. representation of author names). A

summary of some of these conventions is giVen in the appendix.

Another point to remember is that a citation retrieved by a search of
one file may also be retrieved when searching another file. This simply
representsthe overlapping coverage _of the data bases. The citations may
be indexed differently because of the differing practices of the data base
suppliers. Unfortunately, there is no convenient-way y,t for the system
to remove duplicate citations that are retrieved by searching several sep-
arate files with the same question. The formulation .t:ed use of a national
standard article identification number would be help?.ol here, but :hat won't
happen for several years.

This exercise concludes the basic training with the DIALOG commands.
The remaining exercises are planned tA; fncrease speed and proficiency,
provide a review, and explore more general issues-.

ON-LINE EXERCISE

Be,sure to obtain the necesSary file nu- ',ers before you start this
exercise. Remember that if you,cannot find them in any reference tool,
you can always give a ?FILES command and receive a currant lie-sing on-line
of the available files and their aumbers.

The off-line homework for this exercise explores a lot of detailed
timing data. For that reason,. manymore END commands were scattered-through
this exercise than would normally be used in regular practice. They'shOUld
be used where called for, in order to provide the timing information needed
for the homework problems.

This a particularly long on-line exexcise. However, it can be
broken int.) two or more separate sessions if desired. Some good break
points arc noted in the exercises below.

1. (i-ly chaining :.;ome of these commands together.) Start up the terminel
wirh a BEINn command for the CAiN data base. Then SELECT the term LIBRAR?
ani_i type the first citation from that set in format 5. Then change to the

i. data base witll a file command_ SELECT the term LIBRAR? and
type first citation from that set in format 2. Then change to the NTIS
data 'ease, SELECT 'the term anC type tH, first citation from tLat,
set in format 2. END.

2. Using only a single SEfET coanci without truncation for each data
base, and without using any EXPAND, search for the..:existence of any publica-

by tH. Bflor V. Tel in the ERIC, NTIS, -and CAIN files .(MAis
is not a Iwod: soarch )ut try it anyway.

Do riot type any citationL;; obaia count,.; only. Determine ahead (

time what, '..ne proper for7lat is. 1.(' of these data bases <spacin6 ,h-

hreviation,. etc.). !:Try ,..-taki:w.your commands to do this problem.with
!'ew RETURN up.si,e.) END.
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3. Now repeat the above exercisa, 1;.5ing a search save approach. Start by
EXPANDing the author's name in tha IaIC file and noting the variant forms.
Now give a BEGIN command, and build a search save including any variant
forms you would expect in other data bases. Do not EXPAND during your search
save sequence. You may use truncatIon if you wish. Type out the first cita-
tion retrieved in the ERIC file in format 2. T.;en store this author formula-

tion as a search save. Make a file to the NTIS file, execute the
search save, ane print the first cil n format 2. Then repeat this
search save execution and citation : with the CAIN file. Recall and

release tids search save. END. (Noc, fhis is not the recommended tech-

nique for earching an author in more than one file; it is included here for
the purpose of comparison.)

4. RepeAc I;e above author search exercise by the approach of searching each
of the same tiles separately with EXPAND and SELECT commands. (Chain some of

your commands together.) END.

THIS IS A GOOD PLACE TO TAKE A BREAK.

5. Answer the following reference question, "Find all citations for any
publication by Dick Orr that mentioned measurement techniques or measures
in the title." Restrict yourself to the ERIC, CAIN, and NTIS data bases;
an, consider whether or not you want to use a search save. (If you do, start

witl a BEGIN BYMSS. and be sure to release it when finished.) Type the re-

trieved citations on-line in format 2. END.

THIS IS ANOTHER GOOD PLACE TO TAKE A BREAK.

6. Search the ERIC and IN files for a UCLA Symposiumproceedings edited
by John Sherrod. Print ttle citations with their Descriptors and Identifiers,
b'at without an abstract. END.

7. Search the ERIC and NTIS files for a publication by Herb Landau re-
garding data base utilization. Print the citations with their Descriptors
aad Identifiers, but without an abstract. END.

(Be sure you have released any SEARCH SAVE you may have used.)

8. Locate references to repor_s of the TV progra7 Sesame Street .being used

in a school situation. Restrict the search to journal articles where that
particular TV pro,;ram is the primary focus of the article. Type the first

citation found in format 2. Check to see if NTIS has anything on this sub-
ject, again restricting the se.Irch to items of primary interest in Sesame
Street. Type the first citation in fortm.t 2. END.

9. Find publications of the U.S. Department of Agriculture about 4-H Club
programs. Restrict: the search to items of primary interest about that
orc,anization. Typ,. the first citat'-ri in format 2. Use the tWo most ap-

propl'iate data bases for this searc. LOCOFF.

8-4



OFFLINE QUESTIONS EXERCIi;F. 118 STUDENT NAME

Fill in,the data in the tables below:

Problem

#1:- (SELECT in 3 files)
a) SELECT LIBRAR? in CAIN
b) SELECT LIBRAR? in ERIC
c) SELFCT LIBRAR? in NTIS

47.

TOTAL

(Tell search with SELEC: only)
a) ERIC
b) NTIS
c) CIN

TOTAL

Total no. of Online Search

Citations Time (hrs.) Cost (S)

#3. (Tell search with ERIC search save)
a) ERIC
b) NTIS
c) CAIN

TOTAL

#4. (Tell search with separate EXPAND
and SELECT)
a) ERIC
b) NTIL
c) CAIN

TOTAL

(Orr search)
a) E'siC

b)

NTIS

TOTAL

v6. (Sherrod search)
a) ERIC
b) CAIN

TOTAL

17. (Landau scarcY
a) iRC

TOrl'AT
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Problem

#8. (Sesame Street)
a) ERIC
b) NTIS

TOTAL

#9. (4-H)

a) ERIC
b) CAIN

Total no. of On-line Searc
, Citatiors Time (hrs.) Cost IP

TOTAL

TOTAL TIME USED FOR. ALL PROBLEMS:

2. Annotate the citations typed in all problems to show why they were retried.

3. Comparison of technicyjes for author search in the three data bat-:;:

Technique

P. )blem 2 (single SELECT in prescribed format)
Pr blem 3 (search save)
Problem 4 (EXPAND and SELECT in each data base)

Total rj Total ime

of Ciratiors (hrs.Y for
Retrieve 3 Data Bases

410

a) What s the approximate incremental (i.e. additional) time to search La
additional data base (after the first) by using the variout; techniques9

Technique

single SELECT
EXPAND and SELECT
search save

Incremental Time (hrs.)

b) Plot the 3 data points from your exercise that correpund co r.'!7e 3 lech-

niques used.

Total ro. of
citations

131

10

5

Tot,A tAme (hrs.)

c). AnotAte each of the above points with an associated total cost fig-6Te .
for the ter_inal time used. Assume an avorag, cost of 835/hour.
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410
d) How many additional citations were retrieved by using all forms of the
author's name listed, instead of using only a single SELECT?

e) What's your ru ommendation for technique?

4. For an author search, fill in the data Cor any or x:! line below to show how
many lookups would have to be made for an equivalent rqanual search over the
same time period.

Data Base

ERIC (1966 to present)
CAIN (1970 to present)
NTIS (1964 to present)
SSCI (1972 to presnt)

NU. OF PRINTED AUTHOR.INDEXES PUBLISHED
multi-year annual monthl.: total
cumulations cumulations indexes lookups

a) Estimated number oF hours to do the equivalent manual search?

5. For the citatiofi rr2Lrieved from the se in Problem #6 (Sherrod),
list the index terms stTplied by ea.7.h service to this same citation. Circle
and link the ones that, are exactly che same (character-by-character) for
the two data bases.

ERIC
Descriptors Identi'lers

CAIN
Descriptors

For the citation retrjeved from the soarch in Problem #7 (Landau), list
c.he f_mlex terms suppj.i0. hy 1:!ac'r, service to tAii same ctation. Circle and
link unes th;lt a!=e L Lhe same (charer-by-character) or the two

NTIS
1),!.r1ntors Tdentifiers



7, General comments about indexing of the same citation by multiple
services?

8. If you lose track of what file you're working with, how can you easily
find out where you are?

SUMMARY

The availabilitv of multiple files for a given search request is one of
the most significant features of the major on-line search services. Unless
the question is very clearly related to a specific single file, or only a
shallow search is desired, the usual on-Lline search practice today is to pass
.the same question against several (e.g. 2-4) files that may be relevant.
Hence it is important to know how to do this effectively.

You are probably well aware by now of the many differences that exist
in the data bases (format, indexing practices, coding conventions, etc.)
that cause difficulties when using a single search formuLation for several
files. lt is for this reson that the searcher must really learn and under-
.stand the c;etails of the data bases of most immediate interest, as welLas
the differei :es and similarities of these data bases. The characteristic:
at:1 conyentis of the files are always changir, consequently continued
attention must be paid to newsletters and other announcements from the data
base suppliers and on-line services it . order to remain up-to-date on the!,,

files.



FILE 1 (ERIC)

Ref 'tideterm r-44.e

El AMAREEN. DIANE

£2 AU=GARELL! DALE C.--

E3 AU1ARETOICHAEL--,

E4 AMARET! MICHAEL 3,
E5

-AU':GARFIETD.

£7 AU-1GARFIELD. JOHN C.--

ES . AU:GARFIELD! LEAPITA----

E9 AMARFIELD. NANCY--
En AU=GAPFIEL1i! NANCY J;---

Ell AW=GARFIELD!

£12 AU=GARFIELD! S.- JEFFREY-

E13 AU=GARFIELV, SOL L.-----

E14 AMARFINKEL, ALAN--
EIS AU-GARFINKEL! ALAN! ED.-

£16 AMARFINKEL.

Eli AU=GARFINKEL, LAWRENCE--

ElB AU:GARFINKLE, GARY--

El9 AU:GARFINKLE. STUART-

E20 AU:GARFINKLE! STUART

FILE 8 (COMDEX)

Ref Index-term Te)-e pef

EI AU=OARFIELD El

E2 AU-GARFIELI, B. R. C,--- E2

£3 AU=GARFIELDI DONALD E.-- £3

E4 AMARFIELD! E. £4

ES AU:GARFIELD, FPAPD-----: ES

, .--44ARFIELD! E6

AU:GARFIELD! LARRY £7

£8

ES AV:GARFIELD! LAWRENCE J. E9

9 AMARFIELD, SIDNEY R.-- En

F1C AMARFINKEL HM Ell

At!,-WFINKEL £12

El? .41)4AF,,;1EL, CHARLES I, E13

£13 AIJ4dARFHKEL! El4

AMARrit'l. M.

ElS AMARFF'lEL, MARVIN-- El

£16 AMAPFINkEL! P. S.- El

Ell AU=GARFINKEL, S. B.-- FIB

E18 AU-OARFIKI,',L£ M t"'

£19 AO GARFINKLE! MARVIN- E20

FILE 3 (CA 001\111)

Ref

El

E4

ES

E6

E7

E8

E9

El0

£12

E13

£14

E15

£16

E17

ElB

£19

£20

fride-term I,2pe

AMARFAOINI!

L-------

AW,GARFIA AYALA' J.-----

AMARFIAS! JAVIER--
AU=GARF1ELD! £. L,

-AIMARFIELD! EUGENE--

liJGARFIELD, JANE W,----

At143ARFIELDI JOSEPH M,--

AU=GARFIELD, L. J.

AU:GARFIELD, LAWRENCE J.

AU:GARFIELDI

AU:GARFIELD, R. E,----

AU=GARFIELP, POBEPT

S.

AU-GARFIELD! SANFORD--

AU:GARFIN, D. E.-------

AU:GARFIN, DAVID E.----

AU:GARFINKEL!

AU:GARFINKEL!. A. F.----

AMARFINKEL. A.

FILE 10 OIN)

Index-term

8

T'APt?

AH:GAREWAL. H

NS---------

ALI:GAREY, L

AU.GAREZIN P

EUGENE--
AU4AFIELP!' A--------

AJ4W18FIELII!,

13----------

AU--GARFILIUk! I F-------

0,,GARFIN! :..----------

AU"GARFINKEL!

AUd3ARFITT, C

HARFIV. J

,

A K,-

ALI,GARU.

.0.1-131"AO, 0 D-

Rer

El

£2

E3

E4

ES

£6

E7

ES

E9

El0

Ell

E12

E13

E14

[15

£16

E17

El8

E19

E20

Ref

El

E2

£3

E4

ES

£6

El

ES

E9

E10

Eli

E12

E13

E14

El

E16

El/

EIS

r19

FIGURE 8-1

FILE 5 (BIOSIS)
Index-term Type
AMARFIELD

5---________

AMARFIELD S

AUGARFIELD S

AU:GARFIELD S R---------

-AU:GARFIELD! EUGENE--

AU=CIARFIN D E

AU=GARFINKEL A S--------

AU:GARFINKEL B

AO:GARFINKEL

F----------

AU=GARFINKEL H B-------

AU=GARFINKEL H M--- ----

AU=GARFINKEL J7---------

AMANFINKEL L

AU:GARFINKEL

AU=GARFINKEL P

B

,OARFINkLE B D

EIE 11 (BSY0111 ABST)

Index-term TVP!i!

AU=GAREY, CLIFFORD W.--

AU=GAREY, L. J.

AU=GAREY, RICHARD E..----

AU4ARFIEL0, CHARLES A.-

AU=GARFIELD! EMILY F.---

-AU=GARFTELD! EUGENE--

AU=GARFIELD! FRANCES--

AU ;WIELD! FRANCES B.-

AU=GARFIELD, JOHN C.----

AMARFIELD! JOSEPH M.--

AMARFIELD, LONNIE--

ALI=GARFIELD, MARK D.----

AUGARFIELD! PATRICIA L.

AMARFIELD! S. JEFFRE

AU=GAREIELD! q.

SANDRA--
AU=GARFIELD, SOL 1.-----

AMARFIELD! SOL, L.--7'.--

AMARFIELD,

AMARFIELD, NOON H.--

FILE 7 (ax:1)

Ref Index7term Tepe

El A=GARFIELD

£2 AU=GARFIELD R-

E3 AU=PWIELD S

E4 AU=GARFIELD SL

ES AU=GARFIELD SR

£6 -AU:GAPFIELD, EUGENE

E7 AU=GAkirIN! :$1-1

ES AU=GARFINKE.I

E9 AU=GARFINKEJ

£10 AU=GARFINKE.L

Ell AU=GARrINKE.PE

E12 AU=GARFINKE.R

£13 AU=GARFINKE.RS

E14 AU=GARFINKEL BD

E15 AU=GARFINKEL

£16 AU=GARFINKEL I

Eli AU=GARFINKEL

ElB AU=hARFINKa L

£19 AU=GARFINVIL PE

E20 AU=GARFINKEL RS

FILE 12 UNSPEC-PHEICS)

Ref Index-term

El AU=GARFEIN A.

£2 -AU=GARFIELD, F1ENE

E3 AU=GARFIELD,

£4 AU=GARFINKEL, A.

ES AU=GARFINKEL, A.F.

E6 AU=GARFINKEL, B.

E7 AU=GARFINKEL, C.L.

EB AU=GARFINKEL!

E9 AU:GARFINKEL! M.

£10 AU:SARFINKEL, S.Bo

Ell PI,-I'ARFINKLE, M.---

E12

r,..AARFORTHr P.E.-

E14 Ali-GARFUNKEL, M.P.

En A -GARFUNKEL! 7.

E16 A,HUARG, A.C.

Ell AU=GARG, A.K.

E18 AMARG, A.N.---

£19 AU=GARG, C.L.

£20 AU=GARG! 11,K.

TePe



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE #9
(REVIEW DRILL)

PERCENT OF
STUDENTS

AVERAGE TIME. = 21.5 min./.358 hrs.'
N = 51

5

1

0

0 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 (mir
0 .20 .40 .60 (hrs

ON-LINE TIME

OBJECTIVE: To review DIALOG commands and to concentrate attention on ways
to improve search speeds.

COMMANDS USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: No new cummands or features.

FILES USED: ERIC, CAIN, NTIS

BACKGROUNDf St,udies of many on-line search facilities have shown significant
and consistent differences in average search speeds achieved by different
searchers or different installations. At the present commerci:d rates for
on-line search services, a very skilled operator can realize significant rost
savings over a less-skilled operator (e.g., reduce the average search cost
from $50 per search to $25 per search) while still achieving the same (or
better) search results. With present prices and limited resources it is very
important to be able to make the best available use of terminal services if
cost and efficiency is a consideration.

DIALOG INSTRUCTION

The searcher is reMinded that for a given terminal equipment configura-
don, there are several general steps that can be taken to help increase ter-
minal productivity:

1. Do your homework before yoti go on-line (i.e. plan the general strategy,
choose some terms from the various analyst support tools)

a fast startup procedure with bl'ief labelling

3. Use abbreviated commands a no spa..:es (e.g. SBOOK)

truncation Awn you can get away with it, instead of keyboard4..a4
-several terms

5: EXPANDs are time-consum:ng, so use a direct SELECT unleqs there are good
reasons for dong an EXPAND

6. !:se the rangu features whe possible instead of individual acti.ons
(e.g. SE4-E8; Cl-7/0R) becaus :7ocess includes an implicit OR opera
tion, it saves COMBINE step, but a: the expense of less explicit labeling

7.. Where appropriate, string tae commands or ,'ata together (e.g. 71CORN;
SMA1ZE; SZEAMMAYS; (.:1-3/+) 5jOre a RETUL.

B. When typing out citations, Lhe rriat. r:lat. prints the minimum amOunt

.of informatLn still meetin.,, your ob,lecl.iv,.s



9. Use the BREAK feature to terminate typing that is no longer of interest
to you (e.g. when EXPANDing beyond your words of interest)

10. Avoid comprehensive high-recall searching when a high-recall output is

not needed

ON-LINE EXERCISE

The following exercises are designed to review the use of t'e DIALOG
features, and provide practice in the use of speed techniques. Study all
of these exercises before coming to the terminal in order to devise a strPregy .

that will get the job done in the minimum amount of time.

1. Using an appropriate data base, perform the following search wiA
given terms, restricting attention to the Descriptor and Identifier
and limitinL; the output to journal articles on budgets or resource alloca-
tion college or university libraries. Type the first citation in format 6.

END.

2. Search the ERIC ile for all forms of the author Bob-M. Hayes, limit
the output to those 1.,::.b1ications available from r:RIC. and type the first of

the .itations in format 6.

3. Search an appropriate file to find all citations on cocoa. Lim:I: the

output to.English language publications dated 1974-75. Type the first of

the citations in format 6. END.

4. BEGIN in the NTIS file. Usiug :Lhis data base, build, execute, andstore
a sear.:_h on th,, hazards of microwave ovens or microw, cooking. Type the

first citation )f the output set in format 6.. Then call v.p and execute this

search save wit the CAEN file, also typing out the first citation in format 6

from the output set. Release th search save.

5. Locate reference about the use of B. F. Skinnar's theories as used in

education. Restrict your search to journal articles of primary concrn
with Skinner and his .2.ories. Type the first ltation in format 2. LOGOFF.

.s;



OFF-LINE QUESTIONS EXERCISE #9 STUDENT NAME

1. Fill in the data in the table below.

Total No. On-line Time Search
Problem of Citations (hrs.) Cost ($)

1. (resource allocation)

2. (ERIC author search)

3. (cocoa search)

4. (microwave search)

5. (Skinner)

TOTAL

3



DIALOG LAB EXERCISE 1110
(Individual Searching).

PERCENT OF
USERS

AVERAGE TIME = 24.7 min./.411 hr!
N = 47

10 20 30 40 50 60 (min,
.5 1.0 (hrs.

01:-LINE TIME

OBJECTIVE: To perform a Custom search in response to a real question.

COMMANDS USED FOR THE FIRST TIME: No new commands used here.

FILES USED: Any combiation of ERIC, CEC, NTIS, or CAIN

BACKGROUND: The whole task of working with an end user to describe and
negotiate a search topic and then to formulate it and run it on the terminal
requires a wide range of techniques. Most of the prior exercises worked on
narrow segments of this problem; this exercise provides an opportunity to
go through the entire process of reference searching right from the beginning.
It is intended to provide some practice in working with a previously un-
structured prL-blem, and perhaps an unfamiliar data base, and work the entlre
problem from beginning to end.

DIALOG INSTRUCTION: NG special instruction required.

ON-LINE EXERCISE: Locate some person (yourself. friend, or someone assigned'
by the instructor if no other users can be located) who has a referenceneed
that can be handled by a retrospecCive search in one of the DIALOG data bases
noted above. This could typically be a background search for a dissertation,
individual study project, term paper, research project, or other personal in-.
terest. Work with that person to formulate the search strategy and specifica-

and then perform the search. Feel--free-to.invite lour user to join-
you at the terminal session if you wish to have the user present during the
search.

You may print up to 20 format 2 citations on-line at that conclusion of
your search. If all'of the citations are of potential interest, you may
print up to 20 additional citations on-line in Forr..-it 6. This.will provide
a title aftd record number to permit followup mauwAl searching in printed

.

indexes. However, remember th the record numbers print,-1 in Fotmat 6 only
have external utility i sotnt iata bases (3.g., ED- and EJ- numberS in the .

ERIC file).

9

1 - 1



OFFLINE EXERCISE EXERCISE #10 STUDENT-NAME

1. Was the search done for somebody else?

2. IE so, was that person present during the search?

3. Descriptive title of search?

4. Data base used?

5. :,umbe,- of final output citations printed?

Ititial format:
i.urmat 6:

TOTAL:

6. Terminal time used (hrs.)

First.ses,;ion:

Subsequent sessions:

TOTAL:

7> At the present commerci,q1 DIALOG charging rates, what would be the cos:t
of this .earch?

9 :i
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APFENDIX It

SUFFIX CODES USED WITH BASIC SUBJECT INDEX

ERIC CA BIOSIS NTIS SSCI, SCI CEPENDEX CAIN FSYCH AB INSPEC ABI MGAFIELD (File 1) (File 3) (File 5) (File 6) (File 7 34) (File B) (File IC) (File II)

Title

(Files 12-14) (File 15) (File 29)

/TI /TI /TI /TT /II ITI /TT /II /TI

Abstract /AB
/AB /AB /AB /AB

(food and

nutrition

only)

Descriptor

Descriptor (Full)

(useful for single-word

terms)

/DE /DE /DE /DE /DE /DE /DE /DE
(keyword (added (subject (thesaurus- (augmented

phrases) terms) terms) controlled selectively

descriptors with title

and identi- and abstract

fiers) words)

/DF

/DE

/DF /Di /DF /DF /DF

Descriptors /DE* /DE* /DE*

(as primary term) /DF* IDF* /DF*

Identifier /ID /ID /ID /ID /ID

(index

phrase)

Identifier (Full) /IF /IF
/IF

(useful for single-word

terms)

Identifier /ID* /ID*

(as primary term) /IF* /IF*

Corporate Source /CS /CS /CS /CS /CS /CS /CS /CS
(corporate author)

Author Affiliation
/CS



APPENDIX B

PREFIX CODES

ERIC CA BIOSIS NTIS SSCI, SCI COMPENDEX CAIN APA INSPEC ABI MCA

DATA FIELD (File 1) (File 3) (File 5) (File 6) (Files 7 34) (File 8) (File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) (File 15) (File 29),

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGING

Personal Author (source author) AU= AU= AU= AU= AU= AU= AU= AU= AU= AU= AU=

Corporate Source Code CC=

*Note: Access to corporate source words is possible through the basic index using suffix /CS.

Organizational Source Code SC=

Name of Publisher NP=

Publisher Source Code SC=

Country of Publication
CP=

Journal Name

Journal Code

JO= JN= JO= JN= a= JN=

(abbrev.) (abbrev.) (full source (abbrev. (full) (abbrev.)

journal title) or full)

CO= CO= CO= CO= CO= CO=

(6 char. (5 char. (6'char. (6 char. (6 char. (3 char.)

CODEN) CODEN) (CODEN) CODEN) CODEN)

Abbreviated Title of Publication JN=

and Country of Granted Patents

Document Type DT= DT= DT= DT=

*Note: See also LIMIT command.

Original Language LA= LA= LA= LA= LA= LA=

*Note: See also LIMIT command.

Year of Publication YR= SY= YR=

*Note: See also LIMIT command.

Search Date SD=

Search Month SM=

Contract/Grant No. CN= CN= CN=

9



APPENDIX B (CONT'D)

PREFIX CODES

ERIC CA BIOSIS NTIS SSCI, SCI CONPENDEX CAIN APA INSPEC ABI MCADATA F1LLD
(File 1) (Pile 3) (File 5) (File 6) (Files 7 34) (File 8) (File 10) (Pile 11) (Files 12-14) (Filt 15) (File 29)

Contract/Grant Prefix
IP=

Report No. RN= RN=.

Report No. Prefix
RP=

Project No. PN=

Legislative Authority Code AC=

SUBJECT ACCESS

*Note: Subject access is also possible b y direct entry in the basic index or through the suffix codes.

ClaoificatiOn for Printed SC= CF= CC= CL= SC=
(CA Publics-

(NAL Cate-
Iniex Sections

(COSATI Field
(Section Classi-

tion Section/ or wETA/ORTA
gory Code fication Code)

Subsection) Nos.) 1972-present

OC=

(NAL Cate-

gory Code

1970-1971)

Biosystematic Code (Taxonomic)

Biosystematic Name (Taxonomic)
mo

Concept Code (CROSS code)

Concept Name (CROSS name)

Cited Reference

Clearinghouse Source CH=

(Clearing-

house Prefix

Code)

10 0

BC=

BN=

CC=

CN=

CR=



APPENDIX B (CONT'D)

PREFIX CODES

ERIC CA BIOSIS NTIS SSCI, SCI COMPENDEX CAIN APA INSPEC ABI MGA
DATA FIELD (File 1) (File 3) (File 5) (File 6) (Files 7 34) (File 8) (File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) (File 15) (File

29)

Card-Alert Code CA=

Document Location LO=

NAL Call No.
NOg

Subject Code
SC=

LINKAGE TO PRINTED INDEX

Update UD= . UD. CD= UD= UD= UD. ,UD. UD. - UD= UD. UD=

Journal Announcement IS. JA= JA= JA= JA. JA=

(RIE issue)

Accession No.

*Note that the citation may be

retrieved directly by record

number by using the TYPE

command and the number

PATENT COVERAGE

RN=

Country of Patent Application AC= PO=

or Priority Code

Country of Patent Pl=

Abbreviated Title of Publication JN=

and Country of Granted Patents

Patent Assignees PA= PA.

Patent No. PN= PN=

1 02



4E.

LANGUAGE

Afrikaans
Albanian

Arabic
Armenian
-Austrian
Azerbaijani
Belorussian
Bengali
Bohemian
Bulgarian
Burmese
Catalan ?
Chilean
Chinese
Croatian
Croatian and
Slovenian

Czech
Danish
Dutch

Duttch, Flemish
English
English and
Afrikaans

English and French
English and German
English and Russian
English and Slovene
English and Spanish
English, French
English, French
and German

English, French,
German

English, French,
Spanish and Russian

English, German
English, German and

French
English, German and

Swedish
English, German,
French and Russian

English, Russian,
French and German

APPENDIX C'

LANGUAGE CODES

CA SSCI, SCI
(File 3) File 7, 34)

AFRIKAANS AF
ALBANIAN

ARABIC
ARMENIAN
See German
AZERBAIJANI
BELORUSSIAN
BENGALI
See Czech
BULG BU

CH
CROAT

CZECH
DAN
See Nether-
landish

ENG

CH

rOZ-H"

DA
DU

104

CAIN PSYCH AB INSPEC MGA
(File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) _Kale 29'

AFR
ALB
APA
ARA
ARM

AZE
BEL

*BEN

BUL
BUR

*CAT

CHI
CRO

CZE
DAN
DUT

AFRI AFRICAANS
ALBA

ARAB
*ARMENIAN

BULG --BULGARIAN

,

CHILEAN
CHIN CHINESE

CROATIAN
CROATIAN AND
SLOVENIAN

CZEC CZECH
DANH DANISH
DUTH DUTCH

AF
AB

AN
AR

AZ
BE
BN

BU

CH
CR

CZ
DA

*DUTCH, FLEMISH
ENGLISH
ENGLISH AND
AFRIKAANS

ENGLISH AND FRENCH
ENGLISH AND GERMAN
ENGLISH AND RUSSIAN
ENGLISH AND SLOVENE
ENGLISH AND SPANISH
ENGLISH, FRENCH
ENGLISH, FRENCH AND
GERMAN

ENGLISH, FRENCH,
GERMAN

ENGLISH, FRENCH,
SPANISH AND RUSSIAN

ENGLISH, GERMAN
ENGLISH, GERMAN AND
FRENCH

ENGLISH, GERMAN AND
SWEDISH -

ENGLISH, GERMAN,
FRENCH AND RUSSIAN

ENGLISH, RUSSIAN,
FRENCH AND GERMAN



LANGUAGE

Esperanto
Estonian
.Ethiopian ?
Faeroese
Finnish
Flemish

French
French and Dutch
French and English
French and Flemish
French and German
French, Dutch
French, English
French, English,

Italian
French, German
French; German
and English

French, German,
Dutch, Italian

Gaelic
Georgian
German
German and English
German and French
German and Italian
German and Russian
German, English
German, English

and Russian
German, French
Greek

Gujarati
Hebrew
Hindi
Hungarian
Icelandl
Indonesian
Interlingua
Iranian
Israeli
Italian
Italian and English
Japanese
Kanarese
Kazakh
Kirghiz
Korean

CA

APPENDIX

SSCI,
File 7,

C (CONT1D)

LANGUAGE CODES

PSYCH AB
_(File 11)

INSPEC MGA
(Files 12-14) (File 29)

SCI CAIN
34) (File 10)

ESPERANTO ESPERANTO EP

ESTONIAN EST *ESTONIAN ES

*ETH
FAEROESE FA
FINNISH. FI FIN FINN FINNISH FI

See Nether
landish

FL FLE FLEM *FLEMISH

FR FR FRE FREN FRENCH FR
FRENCH AND DUTCH
FRENCH ANb ERGLISH
FRENCH AND FLEMISH
FRENCH AND GERMAN

GAELIC
GEORGIAN
GER

GREEK

GUJARATI
HEBREW
HIND
HUNG
ICELANDIC
INDONESIAN
INTERLINGUA

See Hebrew
ITAL

JAPAN

KAZAKH

KOREAN

GA

GE

*GR

HE
,

HU

IT

JA

105

iWO
GER

GEOR
GERM

GRC GREK
GRE

HEB HEBR
*HIN
HUN HUNG
ICE
IND

*IRA IRAN

ITA ITAL

JAP JAPN
*KAN
*KAZ
KIR
KOR

FRENCH, DUTCH
FRENCH, ENGLISH,
FRENCH, ENGLISH,

ITALIAN
FRENCH, GERMAN
FRENCH, GERMAN
AND ENGLISH

FRENCH, GERMAN,
DUTCH, ITALIAN

GA
GR

GERMAN GE
GERMAN AND ENGLISH
GERMAN AND FRENCH
GERMAN AND ITALIAN

*GERMAN AND RUSSIAN
GERMAN, ENGLISH
GERMAN, ENGLISH
AND RUSSIAN

*GERMAN, FRENCH
GREEK

HEBREW

HUNGARIAN

GK

GU
HE
HI
HU
IC
ID

IG

ITALIAN, IT
ITALIAN AND ENGLISH
JAPANESE JA

KOREAN KO



LANGUAGE

Latin
Latvian
Lithuanian
Macedonian
Malagasy ?
Marguesan?
Malay
Mexican
Moldavian
Mongolian
Nepalese
Netherlandish
Norwegian

Panjabi
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Romanian
Rumanian
Rumanian, English
Russian
Serbian
Serbo-Croatian
Slovak
Slovak and Czech
Slovene
Slovenian

Spanish
Spanish and English
Spanish and French
Spanish, French
Swedish
Swiss
Tadjck
Tamil

Telugui
Thai
Turkish
Turkmen
Ukrainian
Urdu
Uzbek
Vietnamese
Welsh
Wendish
Yugoslavian

APPENDIX C (CONT'D)

LANGUAGE CODES

CA SSCI, SCI
(File 3) File 7, 34)

LATIN
LATVIAN
LITHUANIAN
MACEDONIAN

MALAY
See Spanish
MOLDAVIAN
MONGOLIAN

NETH
NORWEG

PANJABI
PERSIAN
POL
PORT
ROM

RUSS
SERBIAN
SERBO-CROATIAN
SLO

SLOVENIAN

SPAN

SWED

THAI
TURKISH
*TURKMEN
UKRIAN
URDU

VIETNAMESE

*LA(?)

MAC
MAL
MAR
*MAY

*MOL
*MUL
NEP

NO-

PL
PT
RM

RS

SC

SK

*SL
SN

SP

SW

UK

1 6

CAIN PSYCH AB INSPEC MGA
(File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) .(File 2!

LAT
LAV
LIT

NOR
ORI

POL
POR
*ROM
*RUM

RUS
SER

SLO

SLV
SNH
SPA

SWE

*TAJ
*TAM
*TAR
*TEL
THA
TUR

UKR
*URD
*UZB

*WEL
*WEN

*LATVIAN
LITH

NORG NORWEGIAN

POLH
PORT
ROMN

RUSS

SRCR
SLOK

SLOE
SLOV

SPAN

POLISH
PORTUGUESE
ROMANIAN
RUMANIAN
RUMANIAN, ENGLISH
RUSSIAN

SERBOCROTIAN
SLOVAK
SLOVAK AND CZECH
SLOVENE
SLOVENIAN

KZ
LA
LI
LU

MA

MO
MG

NE
NO

PA
PE
PO
PT
RO

RS
SE
SR
SL

SN

SPANISH SP
SPANISH AND ENGLISH
SPANISH AND FRENCH

*SPANISH, FRENCH
SWED SWEDISH

SWISS

TURK TURKISH

UKRN UKRAINIAN

YUGO

SS

TH
TK

UK
UU

yr-



LANGUAGE,

TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS:

APPENDIX C (CONT'D)

LANGUAGE CODES

CA SSCI, SCI CAIN PSYCH AB INSPEC MGA

(File 3) File 7, 34) (File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) (File 29)

SWEDISH BER GER
COR NORW
CRE POHL
FRI
HER SCRC
INC SOCA
RUN UKRA

A
A1010A
AND
BULGARIA

CROTIAN
CZECHOSLOVAK
CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
DDEGAE
DFAKX
EMGLISH
ENGLISH
ENGLAND
ENLISH
FINISH
FEENCH
FENCH
FRANCE
FRECNH
FREMCH
GBGECA
GERMAAN
HAS
ITALNIAN
JANANESE
JAPAN
JAPANAESE
JAPENESE
NCECAY
PUSSIAN
REEGAL
RETMAM
ROUMANIAN
RUSIAN
RUSSAIN
RUSSIAN
SPANSIH
SPANAISH

UKRANIAN

NOTES

1. All other files do hOt have a data field for language.

.2. For all these files, language sets are formulated by EXPAND tA= or SELECT LA=

*Code not given in manual.
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PUBLICATION TYPE

Abstracts

Annual Reports; Yearbooks

Audio Visual/Nonprint Media; Audiovisual Aids;

Films; Tape Recordings; Phonotape Recordings;

Computer Programs; etc.

Bibliographies; Annotated Bibliographies; Book

Catalogs; Abstracts; Literature Reviews; Litera-

ture Searches/Guides; Book Lists; Book Reviews;

Library Guides; Indexes (Locators); State-of-the-

Ar t Reviews

Books; Monographs, Textbooks; Programmed Texts;

etc. (not otherwise classifiable)

Brief Articles Designated as Noted by the

Journal

Correction of Previously Published Material,

Errata

Curriculum Guides; Teacher-Developed Materials;

Laboratory Manuals

APPENDIX D

PUBLICATION TYPE CODES OR DESCRIPTORS

ERIC CA BIOSIS SSCI, SCI CAIN APA MGA
(File 1), (File 3) (File 5) (File 7 34) (File 10) (File 11) (File 29)

Codes assigned2 Descriptors used Descrip- Descrip- Codes2 Codes2 Descrip- Codes2
after mid-1974 before mid-1974 tors used tors used uses used tors used used

ABSTRACTS . ABSTRACT ARTICLE AB

ANNUAL REPORTS,

YEARBOKS

A ACDIOVISUAL AIDS,

COMPUTER PROGRAMS,

FILMS, PHONOTAPE

RECORDINGS, TAPE

RECORDINGS

Dictionaries; Vocabularies; Glossaries; Thesauri V

Directories; Membership Lists; Tables of Organ-

ization; Reference Works Dealing With Organiza-

tions/Institutions; etc.

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRA-

PHIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES,

BOOK CATALOGS, BOOK

LISTS, BOOK REVIEWS,

INDEXES (LOCATORS)

BOOKS, PROGRAMED

TEXTS, TEXTBOOKS

CURRICULUM GUIDES,

LABORATORY MANUALS,

TEACHER DEVELOPED

MATERIALS

GLOSSARIES, THESAURI

DIRECTORIES

BIBL1OGRA- REV OR

CRAPHY BIB

CC=00526

ANNUAL

REPORT

BIB BIBLIO-

GRAPHY

BOOR MONO- BOOK

GRAPH

BRIEF

COMM

CORRECTN

Editorials and Editorial-Like Items
EDITORIAL

Encyclopedias
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

1cj8

DICTIONARY

1 0 3



PUBLICATION TYPE

APPENDIX D (CONT'D)

PUBLICATION TYPE CODES OR DESCRIPTORS

ERIC CA BIOSIS SSCI, SCI CAIN APA MGA

(File 1) (File 3) (File 5) (File 7 34) (File 10) (File 11) (File 29)

Codes assigned Descriptors used Descrip- Descrip- Codes Codes
2

Descrip- Codes

after mid-1974
2

before mid-1974 tors used tors used used
2

used tors used used
2

Guides; Teaching Guides; Resource Guides; Study G ADMINISTRATOR

Guides; Administrative Guides; Leaders Guides; GUIDES, GUIDES,

Manuals; Training Manuals LEADERS GUIDES,

LIBRARY GUIDES,

LITERATUREGUIDES,

MANUALS, RESOURCE

GUIDES, STUDY

GUIDES, TEACHING

GUIDES

History Textbooks HISTORY TEXTBOOKS

Items on Individuals (Obituaries, Awards, .TRIBUTE OBITUARY

Biographies, etc.)

Legislation, Legislative Hearings, Legislative

Reports, Congressional Documents. (Include

both Federal and State Levels; include National

Commissions),

Letter LETTER LETTER

Journal Articles; Serials; Periodicals; J* BULLETINS, CLASS, See Appen- ARTICLE

Bulletins; Newsletters; Newspapers; etc. NEWSLETTERS, NEWS- dix F

PAPERS, PERIODICALS,

SCHOOL NEWSPAPERS,

SERIALS

Maps; Atlases; Gazetteers H ATLASES, MAPS

Numerical and Statistical Tables; Quantitative N STATISTICAL DATA,

Data and Analyses TABLES (DATA)

Other 0

Patents

0

See Appen-

dix E

*Note that the CIJE portion of the ERIC data base is composed entirely of journal articles (see Appendix E).



PUBLICATION TYPE

APPENDIX D (CONT'D)

PaLICATION r:PE CODES OR DESCRIPTORS

ERIC CA BIOSIS SCI, SC1 CAIN AP& MCA
(File 1) (File 3) (File 5) (File 7,34) (File 10) (File ln (File 29)

Codes assigned2 Descriptors used Descrip- Descrip- Codes2 Codes Descrip. Ccdes2
after mid-1974 before mid-1974 tors used tors used used used

2

tors used used

Proceedings; Conference Records/Minutes (entire) P CONFERENCE REPORTS SYMPOSIUM MEETING CONFERENCE

AB PROCEEDINGS,

PROFESSIONAL

MEETINGS AND

SYMPOSIA

Program/Project Descriptions
K PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

Publications
PUBLICATIONS

EXPERIMEITIAL

REPLICATION

FOLLOWUP STUD-

IES, PROFES-

SIONAL CONTRI-

BUTION, THEORY

VERIFICATION

Questionnaires; Tests; Measurement Devices;
Q TESTS

Evaluatioa Devices

Reports (Research and Technical) R TECHNICAL REPORTS
CASE REPORT R

Research Proposals
RESEARCH PROPOSALS

Review
BOOK REVIEWS REVIEW REVIEW BOOK REV REVIEW

Reviews, Bibliographies and Surveys
LITERATURE REV OR PROFESSIONAL

REVIEWS, RESEARCH BIB CRITICISM,

REVIEWS (PUBLICA-
PROFESSIONAL

TIONS)
CRITICISM RE-

PLY, SELECTED

READINGS

Series

SERIES

Theses; Dissertations
DOCTORAL IIESES,

MASTERS THESES

Translations

TRANSL

NOTES: 1. The other data bases not 0own here
generally do not have searchable publication type codes or descriptors.

2. Sets are constructed for all of these publication types by using EXPAND DT or SELECT DTx
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APPENDIX E

LIMIT COMMANDS AND OTHER WAYS TO RESTRICT SEARCH OUTPUT (Files 1-6)

ERIC CA

TYPE OF RESTRICTION (File 1) (File 3)

RIE CIJE

DATE

SELECT SETS WITH

GIVEN DATE PERIODS

LIMIT SET n TO AN

ACCESSION NUMBER

RANGE

BA

BIOSIS

(File 5)

BIORI

LIMITOONN- LIMITn/NONN- LIMITn/VVNNNNNN- LIMITONMNNNN-vMDDI

NNt/ED ':WINVEJ rye(

Accession Date Number 452.

1970 031605-042060

1971 042061-054390

1972 054391-066620

1973 066621-080787

1974 080788-095253

1975 095256-110594

1976 110595-

LIMIT ALL TO

RESTRICT ALL OSE-

QUENT COMANDS TO A

SPECIFIED ACCESSION

NUMBER RANCE

SELECT SET CORRES'

PONDING TO MOST

RECENT TAPE ISSUE

SELECT SET CORRES-

PONDING TO PRINTED

ISSUE OF INDEX

SUGGESTED WAy TO

RESTRICT SETs TO A

DATE PERIOD

LIMIT.ALL/NNN

4NN-!1200/ED

SELECT UD=

SELECT IS=

LIMIT

ILFkilat

011708-027599

027600-045271

045272-062751

062752-082164

082165-101872

101873-121926

121927-

LIMIT ALL/NNN

NNN-tONDWEJ

Number Range

76000001-77999999

78000001-79999999

80000001-81999999

82000001-83999999

84000001-

LIMIT ALL/VVNNN

NNN-TIMECM

Number Range

5 300000 1-53 999 999

55000001-55999999

56000001-56999999

57000001-57999999

58000001-58999999

59000001-59999999

60000001-60999999

61000001-

LIMIT ALL/VVNNNNNN-

Number Range

72000001-72999999

73000001-73999999

74000001-74999999

75000001-75999999

76000001-

v01.0DCTI

ETIS

(Pile 6)

AEC NON-AEC

LIMITn/ANNNNBN-aMbM

Number Range Number Range

687512-A1193113

A1193H4-A322413

A3224I4-A5551D4

A5551E1-A6171G4 C0011A1-C194112

A6171H1-A6715G1 C194113-C3824G4

A671511-A7185111 C382414-0557184

A7185H2- C5571C1-

LIMIT ALL/ANNNNBN-a201E4r

SELECT CD= SELECT UDeMIN SELECT UD=YMNN SELECT UD=YMNN SELECT 110=Y1RiN SELECT UNYMNN

YIIN

LIMIT: P LIMIT LIMIT LIMIT

SELECT JA=

LIMIT LN1T
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APPENDIX E (CONT'D)

LIMIT COMMANDS AND OTHER WAYS TO RESTRICT SEARCH OUTPUT (Files 1-6)

ERIC CA

TYPE OF.RESTRICTION (File 1) (File 3)

RIE CUE

LANGUAGE

SELECT SETS WITH

A GIVEN LANGUAGE

LIMIT SET n TO

ENGLISH OR NON-

ENGLISH

SUGGESTED WAY TO

RESTRICT OUIPUT

TO ENGLISH

PUBLICATION TYPE

LIMIT SET n TO

THOSE AVAILABLE

FROM CENTRAL

SOURCE

LIMIT SET n TO

PATENTS

LIMIT SET n TO

ARTICLES

SELECT SETS OF

PUBLICATION TYPES

116

LIMITn/AVAIL

(Limits to those

publications

available from

EDRS)

SELECT DT=

(Use table

of types)

LIMITn/EJ

(LIMITnIED

to get only

reports)

SELECT DT=

(Use table

of types)

SELECT LA=

(use table of

languages)

LERITn/ENG to

get all English)

LIMITn/FRN to

get all Foreign)

LIMITn/ENG

LIMITn/PAT to

get only patents

LIMITn/NPT to

exclude patents

BIOSIS

(File 5)

BA BIORI

NTIS

(File 6)

AEC NON-AEC
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TYPE OF RESTRICTION

RESTRICT TO MAJOR

SUBJECT TERMS

SELECT SETS THAT

'USED MAJOR TERMS

LIMIT SET TO

CITATIONS USING

MAJOR TERMS

LIMIT SET n

TO CITATION

REPORTING

NEW TAXA
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APPENDIX E (CONT'D)

LIMIT COMMANDS AND OTHER WAYS TO RESTRICT SEARCH OUTPUT (Files 1-6)

ERIC CA

(File 1) (File 3)

RIE CIJE

SELECT term/DE*

SELECT term/ID*

SELECT term/DF*

SELECT term/IF*

LIMITn/MAJ to

get only those

publications

with major

terms

SELECT term/DE*

SELECT term/ID*

SELECT term/DF*

SELECT term/IF*

BIOSIS

(File 5)

BA

LIMITn/MAJ to

get only those

publications

with major

CROSS Codes

NTIS

(File 6)

BIORI AEC NON-AEC

LIMITn/NEW LIMITn/NEW

SELECT term/DE*

SELECT term/ID*

SELECT term/DF*

SELECT term/IF*

LIMITm/MAJ to

get only those

publications

that use major

terms

SELECT term/DE*

SELECT term/ID*

SELECT term/DE*

SELECT term/IF*



APPENDIX F

LIMIT COMNDS AND OTHER WAYS TO RESTRICT SEANH OUTPUT (FILES 7-15)

SSCI COMPENDEX CAIN APA INSPEC ABITYPE OF RESTRICTION (File 7) (File 8) (File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) (File 15)

Files 12 13 File 14DATE

SELECT SETS WITH
SELECT SY=TYYY SELECT YR=YY

GIVEN DATE PERIODS
(e.g. SSY=1974) (e.g. SYR=72)

LIMIT SET n TO AN LIMITn/YNNNNN- LIMITn/YNNNNN- LIMITn/NNNNNN-
LIMITTnANNNNNN-000811ACCESSION NUMBER. ykL4MM yKiEt INNE

RANGE

Accession Date Number Range Number Range Number Range
_ler_i_g_aneNun Number Range

1970
000001-099999 100001-197427

1971
100001-199999 197428-526818

203428-329824
1972 200000-299999 200001-299999 526819-667661 329825-462218

1973 300000-399999 300001-399999 667662-782041 462219-574686 000001-007494

1974 400000-499999 400001-499999 782042-908411 574867-704915 007495-022635

1975 500000-599999 500001-599999 908412-1039064 704916-833378 022636r

1076 600000-699999 600001-699999 1039065-
833379-

LIMIT ALL TO LIMIT ALL/ LIMIT ALL/ LIMIT ALL/NNNNNN- LIMIT AIL/ LIMIT ALL/RESTRICT ALL SUB- YNNNNN-y30T14 YEZN-yltila EMER
SNNNNN-sMali NNNNNN-MOTASEQUENT COMMANDS

TO A SPECIFIED

ACCESSION NUMBER

1RANGE

SELECT SET CORRES- SELECT UD=YMNN SELECT UD=YMNN SELECT UD=YRNN SELECT UD=YMNN SELECT UMMMOSELECT UMW SELECT UD=YMNNPONDING TO MOST

RECENT TAPE ISSUE
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TYPE OF RESTRICTION

SELECT SET CORRES-

PONDING TO PRINTED

ISSUE OF INDEX

SUGGESTED WAY TO

LIMIT SETS TO A

DATE PERIOD

LOGUAGE

SELECT SETS WITH

A GIVEN LANGUAGE

LIMIT SET n TO

ENGLISH OR NON-

ENGLISH

SUGGESTEDWAY TO

RESTRICT OUTPUT

TO ENGLISH

PUBLICATION TYPE

LIMIT SET n TO THOSE

AVAILABLE FROM CENTRAL

SOURCE

APPENDIX F (CONI'D)

LIMIT COMANDS AND OTHER WAYS TO RESTRICT SEARCH OUTPUT (FILES 7-15)

SSCI

(File 7)

LIMIT

SELECT LA-

(use table of

languages)

LIMITn/ENG to

get all English

LIMITn/FOR to

get all foreign

LIMITn/ENG

COMPENDEX

(File 8)

LIMIT

CAIN APA

(File 10) (File 11)

SELECT

SELECT LA

(use table of'

languages)

LIMITn/MAJ to

get all English

LIMITn/MIN to

get all foreign

LIMITniMAJ

SELECT JA=VVII

(e.g, SJA4501)

INSPEC

(Files 12-14)

Files 12,13 File 14

SELECT LIMIT

SELECT LA=

(use table of

languages)

(LA=FRGN may

also be used)

SELECT LA=

(EXPAND LA= and

SELECT appropriate

terms)

SELECT LA=FRGN SELECT LA=ENGLISH?

and NOT this

to the set of

interest

ABI

(File 15)

LIMIT
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APPENDIX F (CONT'D)

LIMIT COMMANDS AND OTHER WAYS TO RESTRICT SEARCH OUTPUT (FILES 7-15)

SSCI COMPENDEX CAIN APA INSPEC ABITYPE OF RESTRICTION (File 7) (File 8) (File 10) (File 11) (Files 12-14) (File 15)

Files 12 13 File 14

LIMIT SET n TO

PATENTS

LIMIT SET n TO LIMIWART

ARTICLES to get only

articles

SELECT SETS OF SELECT DT= SELECT DT=
PUBLICATION (use table (use table
TYPES of types) of types)

RESTRICT TO MAJOR

SUBJECT TERMS

SELECT SETS THAT
SELECT term/DE*

SELECT term/DE SELECT term/DEUSED MAJOR TEM
SELECT term/ID*

SELECT term/ID SELECT term/ID
SELECT term/DF*

SELECT term/DF SELECT term/DF
SELECT term/IF*

,SELECT term/IF SELECT term/IF

LIMIT SET TO
LIMITn/MAJ to get

CITATIONS USING
only those publi-

MAJOR TERMS
cations that use

1
major terus

LIMIT SET n TO

CITATIONS

REPORTING NEW

TAXA
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INDEX

compiled initially by
Sally M. Patrick and Martha L. Hale

(Syracuse University School of Information Studies)

N.B. A word in capital letters denotes a specific command.
When applicable, this is followed by the short version
of the command.
A word in parentheses denotes a terminal key.

abstract field, 2/7-8, 4/1, Appendix A
accounting records, 1/8-9
alphabetically-related terms, 2/1-3
and, 3/1-4, 4/4
author field, 2/8-10, Appendix B.
author names

EXPAND, 2/8
searching, 2/8-9
searching in multiple files, 8/1
SELECT, 2/8-10, 8/1
truncation, 2/10, 8/1
variant forms of entry, Fig. 8/1

Basic Index, 4/2
BEGIN, 1/1, 1/4-5
BEGIN BYPASS, BEGIN B, 1/1, 1/6, 8/2
BEGINn, 1/1, 1/4, 8/2
Boolean logic, 3/1-5
bound descriptor

see also word phrase
data bases or files that keep bound de-

scriptors intact in certain fields, 4/2-5
general search, 4/3-4
listed separately and completely only in

descriptor and identifier fields,. 4/2-4
searching in multiple files, 6/3
three ways to search, 4/5

(Break), 1/1, 1/7, 2/3, 6/5, 9/2
clock time, 1/8
coding differences between files, 8/3
COMBINE, C, 3/1-5

necessary with search save feature, 6/4
commands, inside front cover

repeat: a word in this index in capital letters
denotes a specific command

abbreviations, inside front cover
explanatory or tutorial, 5/4-6, inside front cover
functions, inside front cover
summary, inside front cover

comments (by using SELECT command), 2/1
connect time, 1/8
(Control H), 1/1, 1/7
controlled vocabulary, 4/2
corrections, 1/6-7

126

.COST, 1/1, 1/9
cost

see also accounting records, timing
communications, 1/2
off-line, 5/1
on-line, 5/1
output, 5/1
savings by skilled operator, 9/1

CRT terminals, 5/3
data bases, inside back cover

see also file 7/1-3
data transmission networks, 1/1
date llmitations, Appendices r and F
decimal minutes, 7/1-3, 1/8
default

file, 1/2, 1/5, 1/6
output, 5/3
term list, 2/1, 4/2

descriptor field, 4/2-5, 7/5-6
Dialog Files as of 1 October 1976, inside

back cover
disconnect, 1/1
DISPLAY, D, 5/1-3
DISPLAY SETS, DS, 4/1, 4/5
DISPLAY SET HISTORY, 4/1, 4/5
E-numbers, 2/3-4
elapsed terminal time, 1/8
END, 1/1, 1/8, 4/5, 5/4
END/SAVE, 6/1-4
ERIC file, 2/7, 2/10
error message, 1/6
error recovery, 1/1
(Escape), 1/1, 1/7
.EXECUTE, 6/1, 6/5
.EXECUTEn, 6/1, 6/3-4
EXPAND, E, 2/1

author names, 2/8-9, 8/1
background, 2/1-2
erase, 2/5
field suffix codes, 2/7-8, Appendix A
language codes, Appendix C
prefix codes, 2/8-10, Appendix B
publication type, Appendix D
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to find alphabetically-related terms, 2/2-3
to find subject-related terms, 2/3-4
with parentheses, 2/3-4
word phrase or. _bound descriptor, 4/2-3

?EXPLAIN, 5/1, 5/4
false drops, 4/1, 4/4
field, 2/1, 2/7, 2/10, 4/2-5

abstract field, 2/7-8, Appendix A
author field, 2/8-10, Appendix B
descriptor field, 2/7-8, 4/2-5, 7/5-6, Appendix A
identifier field, 2/7-8, 4/2-5, 7/5-10, Appendix A
prefix codes, 2/8-10, Appendix B
suffix codes, 2/7-8, Appendix A
title field, 2/7-8, Appendix A

?FIELDS, 5/1, 5/6
file, inside back cover

see also multiple files
change, 8/2

set numbering 8/2
default, 1/2, 1/5-6, 8/2
overlapping coverage 8/3

.FILEn, 7/7, 8/1-2
?FILES, 5/1, 5/6
identifier field, 4/2-5, 7/5-6
identification information, 1/2-6, 2/6, 8/2
index term list, 2/1-2, 4/2
interrupted service 1/9
invalid command, 1/6
language

codes, Appendix C
limitations, Appendices E and F

LIMIT, L, 7/1, Appendices E and F
by type of publication, 6/4, Appendices E and F
combinations, 7/6
examples from ERIC, 7/1-7
to accession date, 7/3, Appendices E and F
to available or unavailable publications, 7/4

Appendices E and F
to descriptor or identifier fields using

SELECT, 4/3-4
to language, 7/4-5, Appendices E and F
to major descriptors or identifiers using LIMIT,

7/5, Appendices E and F
to major descriptors or identifiers using SELECT

with suffix codes, 7/6, Appendices E and F
to minor descriptors or identifiers using LIMIT,

7/6

to specific type of ERIC publication, 7/4
to specified ED- or EJ- accession number ranges,

7/1-3
LIMITALL, LALL, 7/7

cancelled, 7/7
?LIMITn, 5/6, 7/1-2
limit of Boolean operators, 3/4
limit of set sizes, 3/3

127

Logical operators, 3/1-5
see also and, or, not
combining, 3/1-5
limitations, 3/2-5
overflow, 3/3
use of parentheses, 3/4

LOGOFF, 1/1, 1/7
Logon, see BEGIN
major descriptor, 7/5-6
major Dialog commands and abbreviations,

inside front cover
mistakes, 1/6-7, 2/5, 5/4,
MODEM, 1/1
multiple files, 1/5, 6/1, 6/5, 8/1-3
multiple word phrase, see word phrase;

bound descriptor
nesting, 3/4-5
NEWS, 5/1, 5/5
not, 3/1, 3/4
off-line, 5/1

output commands, 5/4
printouts, 1/1, 1/4-5, 5/4

on-line, 5/1-3
output commands, 5/2-3

operator errors, se,e mistakes
or, 2/4, 3/1-3
output

commands, 5/1-4
formats, 5/2
options, 5/2
sort sequence, 5/4
ways to restrict, Appendices E and F

PAGE, P. 2/1-2, 2/5
parentheses, 3/4
password protocol

data transmission networks, 1/3-4
direct dialing, 1/2-3

postings, 2/3-5, 31,3
precoordinated word phrases, 4/2
prefix codes, 2/8-10, Appendix.B
PRINT, PR, 5/1, 5/4
PRINT-, PR-, 5/1-4
"prompe'message, 1/3
protocol, 1/1
proximity feature, 4/3-5
publication type,

codes or descriptors, Appendix D
limitations, Appendices E and F

"prompt" message, 1-3
truncation, 2/6
tutorial commands, 5/4-6

R-numbers, 2/4
range feature, 2/4-5, 3/2-3, 9/1
?RATES, 5/1, 5/6
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.RECALLn, 6/1, 6/5
4110related terms, 2/1-4

.RELEASE, 6/1, 6/5
(Return), 1/3
RT column, 2/3
?SCHEDULE, 5/1, 5/5
search field restricting, 2/7-8

see also LIMIT
search save feature, 6/1-6

modification, 6/4
suggested-practices, 6/6
use in multiple files, 6/1, 6/5

search speed improvements, 9/1-2
search time

see elapsed terminal time
SELECT, S, 2/1

a year of accession, 7/3
as an identification comment, 1/1, 1/4, 2/6
author names, 2/8-10, 8/1
automatic search of Basic index, 4/2
before COMBINE, 3/2
direct, 2/5-6, 2/9, 9/1
4eld-suffix codes, 2/7-8, 7/6, Appendix A
.from EXPAND display, 2/4-5
language codes or names, 7/4-5
prefix codes 2/8-10, Appendix B
publication type, Appendix D
stacking, 2/6
subfields, 2/1, 2/9
as prerequisite to logic operation, 3/2-3
with possibly ambiguous words, 2/5

,w4h truncation, 2/1, 2/6-7
word phrase or bound descriptor, 4/2-5
2/6

seria2 code number, 2/3
serial identification number, 7/2

- fe'Cr'fal set number

, see set numbers
_set numbers, 2/4

beginning new 6/6, 102'
grouping of contiguous set, 3/2
necessary prerequisite for COMBINE, 3/2
output commands, 5/3-4

set size limits, 3/3
significant words, 4/2
signoff, 1/1, 1/7
signon, 1/1-4
sort sequence, 5/4
spacing 1/2, 2/5, 3/2, 9/1
stacking, 1/7, 2/6, 7/7, 9/1
martup, 1/1
stored search

see search save feature
subject indexes, 4/2
subfiles

see fields

subject-related terms, 2/1-4
suffix codes

for specific subject fields, 2/7-8,
7/6, Appendix A

not used with truncated stem, 2/8
used only with SELECT and EXPAND

commands, 2/7

TELENET, 1/3-4
thesaurus, 2/1, 2/3-4, 4/2
timing, 1/8, 8/3
title field, 2/7-8, Appendix A
trivial terms, 4/2, 4/5
truncation, 2/6-7, 2/10, 8/1, 9/1
tutorial commands,5/4-6, inside front cove
TYMNET, 1/3-4
TYMSHARE, 1/3
TYPE, T, 5/1-3

before searching in multiple files, 8/:
default conditions, 5/3
methods of stating command, 5/2-3

Venn diagrams, 3/1
(W) feature, 4/3-5
word frequency lists, 2/1
word phrase, 4/1-5

see also bound descriptor
data bases or files that keep word

phrases intact in certain fields,
4/1-2

indexing, 4/2
pre-coordinated, 4/2
three ways to search, 4/2, 4/5

word proximity, 4/1, 4/3-5, 6/3
limiting, 4/4
not used with trivial terms, 4/5
not used with truncated terms, 4/4
specifications, 4/4
used only with SELECT, 4/4

word order, 4/1



DIALOG FILES AS OF 1 OCTOBER 1976

FILE NO. FILE STARTING DATE TOTAL NO. OF CITATIONS

1 ERIC (RIE, CIJE) Jan 1966 242,500
3 CHEMABS Jan 1972 1,400,000
4 CEC Jan 1966 21,250
5 BIOSIS PREVIEWS Jan 1972 1,030,000
6 NTIS Jan 1964 509,500
7 SOC SCISEARCH Jan 1972 367,500
8 COMPENDEX (EI) Jan 1972 448,000
9 AIIVARM Sep 1967 25,000
10 NAL/CAIN Jan 1970 765,000
11 PSYCH ABS Jan 1967 230,000
12 INSPEC-PHYSICS Jan 1969 463,900
13 INSPEC-ELEC/COMP Jan 1973 348,600
14 ISMEC Jan 1973 42,600
15 ABI/INFORM Aug 1971 34,200
16 PTS (CMA & EMA) Feb 1972 99,000
17 PTS WEEKLY Feb 1972 99,000
18 PTS (F & S) Jan 1972 537,500
19 PTS CIN Dec 1973 113,000
20 PTS DOM STAT Jul 1971 43,700
21 PTS FRN STAT Jan 1972 96,000
22 PTS EIS current 110,000
23 CLAIMS/CHEM Jan 1950 392,000
24 CLAIMS/GEM Jan 1975 60,700
26 FDN DIRECTORY current 2,500
27 FDN GRANTS Jan 1973 27,000
28 OCEANIC ABSTRACTS Jan 1964 88,400
29 METEOR/GEO ABS Jan 1972 27,000
30 CASIA Jan 1973 1,000,000
31 CHEMNAME 1,000,000
32 METADEX Jan 1966 260,000
33 WORLD ALUMINUM Jan 1968 43,000
34 SCISEARCH Jan 1974 962,000
35 DISSERTATIONS 1861 530,000
36
37 SOCIOL ABS 1963 (missing 1972,

1975, 1976)
60,000

38 AHL 1964 40,000
39 HIST ABS v. 19-20 16,000
40 ENVIROLINE 1971 60,000
41 POLLUT ABS 1970 16,000
42 PNI Jan 1976 13,000
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